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Abstr act 

An alternative t o the Marx circuit fo r the p roduction of high-

voltage, high-current pul ses has been developed . It employs a •11ater 

immersed spiral-wound step up t ransformer capable of obtaining an 

output of one mi l lion volts from a capacitor bank char ged to 100 kilo-

volts. A method is der ived for using this transformer to efficientl y 

pulse-charge a second capacitor bank vl i thout very tight cou:pli ng . The 

primary and secondary circuits each contain two r esonant f r equenci es 

(each measured with the other circui t open) . It is shown that total 

~ransfer of energy (except for dissipation) occurs when the two resonan~ 

f requencies of the primary and secondary are equal . The tv10 normal mode 

f requencies of the coupled circuit should be i n the r atio of 2 :1 err~loy-

ing a coupling coefficient of 3/5 . The desi gn and applicat ion of such 

a system to produce a di scharge in air a atmospheric pressure is desc ribeC. 

(E = 104 Joules , V = 720 kV). The current rises at about 5 . 5xl0
12 arr~/sec . 

to a peak value o f about 3xl05 amps . ~fuen the di scharge path is 

sufficiently narrow, t he gas column contracts by magnetic pinching ·and 

then expands rapidly. An analysis of the cylindrical shock produced by 

~tis discharge shows that about 20% of the available energy is dissipa~ed 

in driving the shock. The column of gas reaches an average temperature 

5o of l. 5xl0 K. 
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Analysis of the Megavolt Pulse System 
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1 . Introduc~ion 

In r ecent years numerous studies have been under taken t o investigat e 

various properties of pulsed and steady s tate pl asmas . One type of pl asma 

under study at our l aboratories has been the type produced by a current 

carrying plasma column compressed by its own magnetic fie ld . Thispheno-

menon has been called the "pinch effect" . ( Fi g . 1) The concept of the 

1 2 
pinch effect was first discussed by Bennet and later by Tonks . The 

first exper imental approaches to a pinch in a gas atmosphere v1e re made 

by Cous ins and '</are3 i n a toroidal geometry , by Kurchatov 
4 

et al . and 

5 by Burkhardt in a linear geometry . Linhart6 has given an approximate 

treatment of the constri ction mechanism of the holl m·T pinch . The theore"t 

ical r esults of Leontovich, 7 der ived for the normal pinch effect, give 

qual itative information of the contraction of the hollow pinch . 

In a pinch, the resultant magnetic pressure compresses the gas 

resul ting in a heating action which may be viewed as analogous to that 

produced by the adiabatic compression of a gas . Clearly, the temperature 

depends upon the volume change in a way such that a large increase in 

temperature implies a ver y high compression . 

I 

FIGURE 1 - The Pinch Effect 
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In almost all of the techniques proposed for producing a stably 

confined, high- temperature plasma, the idea is to separate the plasma 

f rom t he walls of its container by means of magnetic fields in vacumn . 

'j 
.) 

one approach has been t o i oni ze a low density gas with a strong electri c 

field, compress the gas by the application of a magnetic field, and teen 

heat the gas to a high temperature by some method . A different system 

has been suggested by Alfven and Smars8 in 1960 . Instead of naving the 

plasma surrounded by vacuum they suggested that one should start out wi th 

the container fi l l ed with gas of high density and ionize and heat only a 

smal l volume of the gas in the center of the vessel using magnetic fields 

for confinement . The hot plasma would thus be separated from the walls 

of its container by a high density magnetized gas . 

Their calculations using a very simple model8 showed that the energy 

losses from the hot plasma region to the walls by heat conduction in the 

surrounding gas need not be prohibitive . In another paper Smars9 pointed 

out that the obvious geometry f or such a system would be a cylindrical 

plasma column ohmically heated by a strong current in the axial direction 

a~d surrounded by cool gas of high density . The azimuthal self-

magnetic field would then be used f or confinement and for limiting the 

heat conductivity of the p l asma . 

Theoretical studieslO,ll have been made to anal yze the stationary 

and dynamic states of a cylindrical column of fully ioni zed high-pressure 

plasma. Calculations indicated that one potential advantage of surrounding 

the plasma vli th a high density gas should be its infl uence on plasma 

instabilities . Another advantage is that impurities from the walls of 

the confin).ng vessel v1ould be effectively prevented from reaching the 

hot plasma region . Thus, one of the greatest probl ems in obtaining sus-

tained tnermonuclear fus ion, that of bremsstrahlung losses f rom a hot 
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plasma d·u<J ~o the presence of impurity ions, should be rr,.;.nimized . Exper

imental s~~d:;.es12 clearly indicat ed an increase in stabihty of the current 

channel with increasing gas pressur e . Although the results until novr have 

no~ been entirely concl usive, spectroscopic observations give clear 

evidence that \·lhen the discharge i s of the type considered above an 

extremely clean plasma \vi ll result . 

I n order t o obtain high energy pl asmas, high elect r i c field gr adients 

are required . Fried13 has shown that a deuter ium plasma of density 

1. 6 -ol7 .... . 1 X ~ parv lC es per cm- 3 r equires elect r i c fields on the order of 
c. 

10° volt s per em . t o pr oduce a par ticle kinetic energy of 40 kev . In 

adiabatic heating it is important t o put in the energy as quickly 

a s possible i n or der to obtain a high- t emperature plasma . Commercially 

available condenser banks with their relatively high self inductance 

limi t the power input t o magnitudes on the order of 1011 watts . The 

high temperature pla sma produced by an adi abatic atmospheric pinch 

vmuld be an interesting one to observe f or many reasons . 

(a) The requir ement of high electric field gradients places particle 

vel ocities in the rel ativist i c region . We could then inves tigate the 

rel ativi stic pl asma, a plasma vrhose char ged par ticles are moving with 

r andom r elati ve velocities comparable to t he speed of light . 

The plasma f r equency, w , i s given by 
p 

2 4nne2 
w = - - -

p m 

The large electric field gradient s vrould cause a rel ativistic 

increase in the mass of the el ectr ons which would decrease the plasma 

f r equency and should change the s tabil ity properties . 

( 1.1) 

I t has been suggested14 that in such a pinch, r el ativ i s tic effects 

15 16:17 would lead t o greater s tabili ty and thereby to higher pinch temperatures . 
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plasma du...: t o the presence of impurity ions, should be rr,inimi zed . Exper

. 12 imental s~~dles clearly indi cated an increase in stability of the current 

channel vli th increasing gas pressure. Although the results until novr have 

no~ been entirely conclusive, spectroscopic observations give clear 

evidence that \?hen the dischar ge is of the type considered above an 

extremely clean plasma wi ll result . 

In order t o ob t ain high ene r gy plasmas, high electric fi eld gradients 

are requir ed . Fr ied13 has shown that a deuterium plasma of density 

6 ·o17 L · 1 -3 · 1 t · ~ - ld ' d ~ 1. X ~ parvl C es per em requ1res e ec r1c ile s on tne or er oi 

106 volts per em. to produce a par ticle kinetic energy of 40 kev . In 

adiabatic heat ing it is important to put in the energy as quickly 

as possibl e in order to obtain a high- temperature plasma . Commercially 

avail able condenser banks with their rel atively high self inductance 

11 l i mit the pm·rer input to magnitudes on t he order of 10 vratts . The 

high temperature plasma produced by an adiabatic atmospheric pinch 

\..rould be an interesting one to observe f or many reasons . 

(a) The req~irement of high elect ric field gradients place s particle 

velocities i n the relativistic region . We could then investigat e the 

relativistic plasma, a plasma whose charged particles are moving with 

r andom relative velocities comparable to the speed of light. 

The plasma frequency, w , i s given by 
p 

2 4nne2 
w = p m 

The large el ectric field gradients would cause a relativistic 

increase in the mass of the electrons which \·rould decrease the plasma 

f requency and should change the stability properties . 

( l.l) 

It has been suggested14 that i n such a pinch, relativisti c effects 

\·JOul d lead to gr eater stability and thereby t o h igher pinch temperat.ures~5, l6 ~ 17 



(b) There would be an intense output of electromagnetic radiation; the 

possibility of the production of nuclear particles would make this a 

nuclear plasma. The nuclear plasma is discussed further :n section 25 . 

(c) The in~eres~ of the spectroscopist in the spark discharge ~as 

18 greatly jncreased during the past few years but in spi~e of this, 

there is no co~sis~e~t theory of ~he spark in sufficient detail to 

elucidate its proper~ies, as there is, for instance, for the arc dis-

charge. The question arises : t o what extent does the voltage of the 

spark affect its character, and what is necessary to obtain a "hot" 

spectrum? 

Presently physicists believe the special nature of the spark 

spectrum is inti~a~ely connected with the mechanism of the forma~ion 

of the channel of the spark . A detailed investigation of the physical 

process of the formation and expansion of the channel coupled wi~h a 

hydrodynamic theory of the channel of the spark discharge vtould enaole 

us to understand the mode of excitation of spectra in ~he spark . 

(d) Relativistic plasmas may occur in nature . The Crab Kebula 

has a radiative pattern which strongly impl ies a relativistic plasma . 

(e) Much is lef~ to be discovered about the physics governing lightning 

and cloud formation . Unti l now scientists have been limited for the most 

part to observation of naturally occurring phenomena.lS,l9 Experimentation 

has been limited by the lack of a device capable of producing the high 

electric fields and currents necessary to simulate a lightning discharge . 

The experimental apparatus described in this paper could be adapted ~o 

simulate true atmospheric lightning conditions . 
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( f ) A parameter of particular interest in controlled fusion progr~ns 

r "t . 20 is La,vson s Crl er1on . Thi s is the product N'r, vrher e !->! is the 

density of the p l asma and T is the confinement time . It may be sho'Nn 

that, if a system is to be of therrnonucl ear interest, the product 

NT must be of the order of 1015 sec/cm3 . An associated critical 

fact or is the i on temperature which must be of the order of 10
4 

to 

105 electron volts . At atmospheric pressures the density is approx

imately 10
19 particles/cm3 whi ch gives T a value of .1 mill i - seconds . 

The minimum conf inement time can thus be consi derably reduced by 

working at high pressures . 

The 0echnical difficulties involved in establishing fas t , 

high ener gy discharges in plasmas have limited much of the 

research i n this area .13 In particular, the production of a 

rela0ivist ic plasma and study of its dynamics i s the aim of several 

present exper imental progra;·ns . 21 Various methods have been t ried 

or proposed for similar purposes . In some of these a beam of 

elect rons i s gradually established and accelerated and subsequently 

neutral i zed . 21 , 22 In others an electric field is applied t o a gas 

in order t o i onize the gas and acce l e r ate the electr ons in ~he 

result ing plasma . 23, 24 It was ment ioned above that t o establish a 

relativisti c pinch, million volt per em . fi el ds applied only f or 

very short times are required . I ndeed, the acceleration ought to 

be complete in one or several plasma periods. An extremel y high 

current growth r ate is also necessary t o achieve maximum pinch 

temperature s in fas t pinch times : di/dt ~ 10
13 amps/sec .13 

Therefore, the difficulty of contending with these mutual 

requirements may be responsible for the lack of previous work in 

this density and velocity regime . 
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2 . Desc:ciptj.on of t he AJ?pa:ca.tus - The Terravratt Pulse System 

The incompatibility of the values discussed in section I .l 

wi th ~he discharge times of conventional, high-ener gy condenser 

banks has l ed to the design of new geometries vri th only limited 

13 success. In the present experiment vre consider the simplest 

possible geometry t o s implify so far as possible the problems 

connected with such large electric fields. This singles out 

the linear pinch geometry . In this paper vre shovr how a conven-

tional high- energy bank, operating at 100 KV, may be used as 

the first stage of a system in vlhich the dischar ge is obtained 

from a low inductance wate:c capacitor. This capacitor can only 

hold its ener gy for tens of microseconds, but can discharge in 

less than 10-7 seconds . Ou:c nominal energy requirement is 105 

12 joules (a power of 10 watts) which must be transferred from 

one capacitor and stepped up i n voltage from 105 volts to 106 

volts . In this manner, the mutually excl usive requirements of 

safe ener gy accumulation and extremely low inductance may be 

successfully dealt with and a million volt, million ampere t erra-

watt discharge achieved . 

The schematic circuit of the arrangement to produce a di s-

charge is shown in Figure 2 . It is an extrapolation in current 

but not in voltage of systems successfully employed at the Naval 

24 Research Laboratory and at Tech Ops, I nc . It i s a t wo stage 

system. Stage 1 centers about a 100 kV capacitor baru( of conven-

tional commercial capacitors. A bank of such construction can be 

reliable but cannot have the lowest possible inductance, as is 

required for shortest possible discharge times . Therefore a 
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second s tage is added , a speci al water capacitor capable of holding 

energy for only short times ( t ens of microseconds) but able t o dis

charge in times ~ 100 nsec . In thi s way, the mutually exclusive 

r equirements of safe ener gy accumulation and extremel y l ovr i nduct 

ance are separated into two systems . In addition, svri t ches are 

required to transfer the energy from stage 1 to stage 2 and then 

from s t age 2 t o the plasma experiment . Moreover, it i s found 

practical to store energy in capacitors f or long times at volt ages 

up to~ 100 kV, but we wish a discharge at 1 MV . Therefore a trans

former of some sort is required between stage 1 and 2 . In the 

following sections we describe t he design and performance of the 

discharge system which i ncludes : 

a) 100 kV convent i onal energy storage capacit or bar~ 

b) ruptured diel ectric switch 

c) a unique air core pul se t ransf ormer which is able t o 

produce a one mill ion volt pulse by the technique of 

"double- resonance" pulse charging 

d) speciall y designed water capacitor 

e) air gap discharge assembl y. 
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FIGURE 2 

Circuit Schematic of Pulse Sys~em 

v 
0 

: charging supply, 0 - ± 100 KVDC , 100 MA. 

R: cnarging resistor . 

Cl : capacitor bank, 40 X . 5~F , 100 kV 

Ll , L2 : air- core transformer, L2 = 100 L1 , k = 3/5 . 

C2 : Hater capacitor, . 2~F, 1 WI . 

After Cl is charged the SvTitches close in the follo1.ving timing : 

(V
1 

= 100 kV , v2 = 0) 

(V1 = O, v2 = 1 MV) 

The "cro'N'-bar" s
3 

prevents return of charge to c1 and is needed. 

only in case s2 does not fire . 



3· The Capacitor Bank 

The capacitor bank i s shown in figures 3a- 3d . The individual 

units are made oy BICC and are r ated at . 5 ~F@ 100 kV, and each 

has a r inging frequency of 490 kc/ sec·. Their guar anteed l ife is 

5,000 discharges with full oscillation . vh th crovibar svri t en ( s
3 

in Figure 2 ) l onger l ife could be expect ed . Each ~oreighs 250 pounds . 

A detai l ed diagram of the BICC capacitor is shown in figure 4 . 

Taken together the capacitors weigh five tons . They are mounted 

i n a rack of bolted Dexion 300 steel angle iron members . The 

capacitors are inclined 2° bel01iT the horizontal to move (mobles 

to the low vol tage- end. They are connected in parallel by a system 

of ai r - spaced al uminum bus-bars as shown in figure 3c . Each bus -

bar i s 108" X -&" X 6". The high-voltage system of bus-bars i s 

suspended di rectly f rom the ceramic bushings of the capacitors . 

f . f 1 " l . d The ground plane i s made up o a s er1e s o 2 a um1num ro s clamped 

to the six scr ews on each capacitor as shown in f i gure 3b . To 

t hese rods are fastened as shown five lengths of 4" X 108" x -&" 

bus-bar . 

A total f a ilure of one of the capacitors connected in parallel 

can permit the energy s t ored in t he others t o be dischar ged into 

the ~aul~y unit , a wel l-known hazard for such capacit or bar~s . 

This capaci~or bank is designed to be safe against accidents r e-

sul ting f rom such fai l ure . Firs t of all, each capacitor consists 

of many separate sub- units i n series . Even if one of these sub-

units breaks do\oln internally, the others are designed t o s tand 

the sl ii~ht resulting overvol tage for a considerable t ime . Secondly, 

such an inter nal failure is accompanied by rapid i ncrease in the 
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gas pressure wh,hin the capaci tor. This activates a bellov1s 

mounted in the end of the capacitor remote from the high- voltage 

bushing . Should any of the forty bellows be thus exhausted, an 

interlock in the high-voltage system is actuated and the bank is 

dischare;ed by an automatic croHbar . Thi s r equir es less tnan . 1 

second . Simul taneously an indicator l i ght shows the faul ty unit . 

Figure 3d shows the bellows- actuated alarm system . Thiraly, no 

persons are permitted in the capacitor room except when the bank 

is shorted . At the end of each run the bank i s automatically 

shorted to prevent any residual voltages . 

Each capacitor has a self- inductance of approximately . l~H 

according to the quoted ringing frequency . Thus the self- inductance 

of the forty in parallel is necessarily at least 2.5 nH . In 

accordance with the two- s tage principle outlined in section 2 

above, vre have not cut corners ,.,i th the high- voltage r elia.oili ty 

of the capacitor bank in order to t r im the inductance and the 

discharge time . However it is elementary to extract the current 

from tne capacitor bank at the center rather than the end of the 

busvrork . If we neglet the distributed nature of the bus inductance 

and e.pp~oxj.mate it by a rectangle then the inductance of the bus 

sys~em measured at the center i s appr oximately 

L ""' ~ a b ""' 250 nH 
0 4c 3.1 

where a i s the effective over- all length of 3 m, b is the air 

space of . 3m, and c is the sum of the bus- bar heights of .6m. 

( SeE: Appendix A. l) Thus the total self- inductance of the capacitor 

bank measured at output terminals i s dominated by t~e bus- bars and 

should then be approximately 70 kc/sec. The actual wave- form 



of "t,::e current in a short d rcui t o.t the output. te:r:r1inal j s 

shown in Figure 5 . The Jr.casured ringins frequency is 50 ~c/sec, 

and so the actual bank inductance is 500 nH . 

As a result of this large self- inductance, the peak curren~ 

that. can flow during discharge even for short- c ircui~ concitions 

is only one million amperes . 

FIGURE 5 

Discharge Wave- form 
Bar~ is charged to 5 kV and switched into 

3 em length of iron vlire ( 10-3 Ohm) . 
Time scale : 2 ~sec per least division . 



F IG URE 3b 
Ground Plane Connections 

FIGURE 3a 
The 100 KC Capacitor Bank 

High- Voltage P lane Connections 
FIGUHE :{d 

Bellows Aclua tetl 
Safety System 

/., 
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4 . The Huptured Dielectrj.c Svli tch 

In order to discharge the capacitor bank described in the 

previous section, we required a svritch that ltrould vlithstand a 

voltage risine; slo\orly to approximately 100 kV during the charging 

of the capacitor and that \·rould pass ltrhen actuated a current 

6 r ising to 10 amps . 

We selected a switch that did not require much develop-

ment time though it \vas midly extravagant of operation time . 

Figure 6 shows the general plan of this kind of switch . A sheet 

of solid dielectric (safe for 100 kV) is sandwiched betltJeen a bus-

bar carrying the high voltage from the capacitor bank and a bus - bar 

leading to the load . ~fnile the capacitor bank is charging its full 

terminal voltage appears across this dielectric . After the capacitor 

ba~ is charged the dielectric is rup~ured . After each discharge the 

dielec~ric must be replaced before recharging the bank . 

A proto~ype was tested ltli th a smaller capacitor of . 5~-J.f at 

80 kV \·thile the main bank was being constructed . . Pol yethylene 

was the dielectric and a spring- driven needle ruptured it . The 

needle mechanism v1as rep l aced by a . 22 caliber rifle firing a 

high-velocity bullet, which v1as placed at a greater distance from 

the discharge it initiated . The tests were carried out in order 

to see how much bracing the Svli tch required, hO\v thin the dielectric 

could be, and hm.,r long it took to make ready for the next shot . 

It vras found that f or short periods of time a safe value for the 

dielectric strength of polyethylene is 1000 volts/mil . Our 

experience indi cates that an 18- 24 inch border of polyethylene 

is sufficient up to 100 kV depending on the humidity of the air . 

Intense magnetic fiel ds ar e established within the switch . 
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\{he:1 the peak current f lmvs along the per imeter of c.he bullet a 

magneti c induction of about 50 Tesla i s set up . Because of their 

r e l atively great inert i a the solid parts of the svri tch do not 

accept much of t he energy that i s passing through it. . In order 

to minimize the gaseous part of the ci rcuit the polyethylene 

dielectric i s sandwi ched betvreen 12" squar e s of l" steel, the 

upper one of which has a 3/8" hole drilled in its center to 

accon~odate the bullet . During the oper ation of the switch the 

sound of the r ifle shot is quite unnot iceable . 

From the muzzle veloci ty of t he bullet we estimate t hat it 

t akes about one microsecond f or the ci rcuit t o be closed. Thi s 

is a small part of the r i se t ime of the capacitor discharge current , 

which is at l east 5 microseconds . 

If we approximate t he air gap switch to be a thin i·rire of 

r adius a, then the magnetic field pr9duced by a current i is 

given by 
i ~ 

B ""' 2na 

The induct ance is given by 

L = ~ = ~ f B·dr 
l l 

where t i s the length of t he discharge between the steel plates . 

L _ ~ t , l4cm 
- 0 -vn r 

2n ro 

~ t "' 10 nH 
n 

4 .1 

4 . 2 

4 .3 

This i s neglir,iole compared to the inductance of the bus-bar system . 

vf.~en time and resources permit it would be preferable t hat 

the :rifle: sVli tch be r eplaced by a system of somewhat more conven-

t i onal design , but this svri t ch appears reliable and suitable for 



our prcsc:11:. needs . He have not :ound any need for exte rr.al pre-

ioni za ~:.ion . The S\vi t.ch, to our delight, has proved to be far 

mor0 reliable than expected . 

0 

....--------., $ 4~ 
Ll .___.. ~~~~~ : 

$2 

'-----.1~ ALUMINUM SHEET 
KEY 

.,..,!Wa1'1"7'-rrr:no MYLAR SHEET 

- ) 

FIGURE 6 
Ruptured Dielectric Switch 
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5· The Pulse Transformer 

Saslc Theory of the Doubl e Resonance Pr1ncjule 

Irn:..!:'oduction : The ~ransformer couples the 100 kV capacitor 

ban;" ~,r.rout_:'h ~he switch to a water capacitor •1hich j s t-o oe charged 

to one mi 1:. ior. volts . lt!e shall first consider the Sf·lection of 

desigc. parameters of the transformer and then the problem of con-

s truction . In first approxi mation •re shall neglect losses in the 

capacitor bank and in the water capacitor and the interwinding 

capacitance . Let us take the inductance 1
1 

ass igned in Figure 7 

to the primary to include as well the inductance of the capacitor 

bank and the system of bus-bars and the switch . Likewise the 

inductance 12 will be the total inductance of the secondary circuit . 

Suppose s
1 

closed, s
2 

and s
3 

open . It will be shO\-m that thi s 

coupled system has two modes witn frequencies w , w different 
+ -

from ~he frequencies w1 and w
2 

that _ ~he primary and secondary LC 

circuits would have in the absence of coupling . Tne current that 

flows in the secondary will in gener al contain components at both 

mode f r equenci e s w+, w It can be shown that the particular 

combination of modes excited by the closing of s
1 

in the primary 

is one in which char ges of both frequencies occur in the secondary 

with equal amplitudes and opposite initial phase . Generally 

therefore the charge on the water capacitor c
2 

will have many 

local maxima of various magnitudes . In order for the largest 

of these maxima to occur after a small number of cycles, the t wo 

mode frequencies w and w mus t be commensurable with small + -

2w in integer coefficients . The best possible case is w+ 

which case the largest possible maxima occurs after one 



-

per·i od of the faster mode w . It vlill further be shovm that in 
T 

order for t~is maxima to contain the energy stored originally in 

capaci~ance c
1 

it is necessary that the primary and secondary 

reso:1an~ frequencies, w
1 

and w
2

, should be equal. These t~,o1o 

condi<;ions fur ther imply that the coupling constant k is 3/5 . 

Finally, in this favorable case the ratio of the peak primary 

and secondary voltages is simpl y given in terms of the corres-

ponding inductances or capacitances : 

5.1 

The optimal coupling coefficient her e is not the largest attain-

able, but <;he special value k = 3/5 , vlhich is easily possible . 

Notice tha~ the selection of transformer parameters for resonant 

pulse-charging a capacitor is very different from coupling to a 

dissipative load where impedance matching and high coupling 

coefficient are important . In order to allow for losses in the 

switch and for leakage flux in the t r ansformer, a turns - ratio 

of between 15 and 20 is sugges ted . The equivalent circuit for 

the system is given in Figure 7. 

20 
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M 

------i 
L..L_2 ______ c2--~ -_----} 

FIGURE 7 

Equivalent Circuit for Pulse System 

total primary induc~ance 

total secondary inductance 

capacitance of high energy bank 

capacitance of \-tater capacitor 

volts 

volts 

ruptured dielectric switch 

M mutual inductance of transformer 

k=M/~ coupling constant of transformer 

-
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Circuit Eouations 26 27 I 

The circuit. 

M d
2 

q = 0 + 2 
dt2 

5 . 2 

wher e the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the primary and secondary 

circuits r espectively of Figure 7. 

d2 r d2 1 J M ql + I L - + - q = 0 
dt2 L 2 dt2 c2 2 

5.3 

The discuss i on of equations 5 . 2 and 5.3 is facilitated by 

using convenient units of length 1 time and charge . vle set : 

cl = 1 

Ll = 1 

wl = 1/ JLlcl 1 

ql(o) = 1 

ar.d 

L2 = L 

c2 = c 

w2 = 1/ ,JLc 

k2 2 = M / L 

Substituting q (t) 
k 

~eiwt in 5 . 2 and 5 . 3 vle obtain : 

) = 0 5.4 
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The non- trivial solution to 5 .4 is ~iven by: 

We have : 

and 

(1 - w2 ) (~ - Lw2 ) - M2w4 ~ 0 c 

2 1 w +- ~ 0 c 

2 I 2--2 2 2 
l\)2 ~ (l + l\)2 ) ± J(l+ l\)2-J +4k l\)2 

2 (l- k2 ) 

Let us designate the four roots of 5 .6 by ± w+, ± w 

5.5 

5.6 

The general solution to the coupled equations 5.2 and 5.3 is ob-

tained by summing over the normal modes : 
L . iw. t 

qk .E oJ e J 
J~l ""k 5.7 

4 . iw .t 
ik ~ j~l imj~e - J 5.8 

vri t.h the following initial conditions: 

at t = 0 ql ~ 1 q2 ~ 0 

5.9 

Therefore : 

and 

5. 10 

23 
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UsinG e~u~tion (5 .7) at t = 0 we see 

~+ 5.11 

we see ~nat q
2

, the charge on c
2

, is composed of two modes , w+ and w 

\vhic!l con-crioute equal amplitudes ~ and~-. The maximum voltage 

on (;
2 

,,,il l occur at a time T for \·Thich these modes add such that : 

at t = T 

q = l 
2 

From equation 5 .7 we have at time T: 

Q
1 

cos w T + Q
1 

cos w T = 0 
+ + -

5.12 

The t\vO normal modes must contribute in equal amplitude to the 

primary oscillation as \·Tell as to the secondary oscillation, 

but with coincident initial pnases . Then at time T the primary 

and secondary capacitors will have exchanged roles and \·le must 

have : 

5.13 

and 

w T = n n w+T = (n + 2m + l)n 5.14 

Taking m = o, 

w 
+ n + l 

= 5.15 w n 

As \ve would like T to be a minimum to reduce electrical break-

dovm difficulties at c
2 

we choose n = 1 yielding : 

w+ = 2w 

Figure 8 shovrs the charge modes at c2 . 

5.16 
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FIGURE 8 

Cnarge Modes on the Water Capacitor 

Theoretical wave-forms of v1 , v2 during pulse- charging by 
~he double-resonance method. Both the capaci t or bank and 
the water capacitor are subject to one voltage reversal 
of 50% during pulse- charging . 

Q 

FIGURE 9 

Voltage Haveforms for Double Resonance 
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Referring -co equation 5.4 we have : 

Ql± Mw 2 
± 

= 2 
Q2± 1- w ± 

Therefore , 

2 (w _/ (w+) -
2 1-w 2 1- w + -

and 

2 5/ 8 (.1) = 

5.17 
2 

(.!)+ = 20/8 

Using the second of equations (5 .4) one obtains 

2 2 
W, .,. -w 

2 2 2 2 
(.1)2 -w + (.1)2 -w 

and 

w = w = l 2 l 5.18 

We therefore obtain maxi mum energy transfer under these 

ideal "double- resonance" condi tions, w1 = w
2 

and w+ = 2w . 

Furthermore we note that the coupl ing constant k is determined . 

From (5 .6) it follows that 

2 2 
(.1) + w 
+ 

From which 

k = .6 5.19 
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':.fc: sec t..h•~:.. in resonant pulse chare;i ne, mux i mum cnerr~y 

~ransfcr is obtained with a relatively lm-1 coupling constant . 

Actually, "Lhere are a discrete set of coupling const.ar.t.s allov1aole, 

C.~-;_ ,, r.d ned by t.ne choice of w. . Although we fixed .,. 
i1 

w 
7

, w+ may be 2-U.o (t = m + 1 = 1,2,3 ... ) , each value 

0~ w+ corre sponding to a definite value of k given by : 

We have : 

w 
+ 

w 

m 

m 

:m 

2 

= 

0 

= 1 

= 2 

l + k 
1 - k 

w 
+ = 2w 

w = 4w 
+ 

ill 
+ 

6w 

k = 3/5 

k 15/17 

k = 35/37 

5 . 20 

'l!e see 'ther efore that ~ = 3/5, w+ = 2w (m=O) is the only 

pract. i cal value for a double resonant system . 

The peak output voltage is given by : 

In ~erms of 1 1 and 1
2

, 

~+ - <t2- Q2+ 

<tl+ + Ql- = <tl_ 

- k 1 
= -

M 
5 . 21 

5 . 22 
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Therefore 

5.23 

The voltage waveforms for the· double resonance are shown in 

Figure 9. Note that the main bank undergoes about 50% voltage 

reversal during the charging of the water capacitor . The value 

of T is given by: 

T = n/w_ = 2 n/w+ 5.24 

In principle, perfect ener gy t r ansfer is possible with still 

other choices of the circuit par ameters . The high and low-

frequency modes might reach simultaneous maxima not at the first 

half cycle of the low- frequency mode but at later half cycles . 

These conditions make for more and larger voltage reversals in 

both the primary and secondary capacitors, dissipating energy 

and deteriorating the dielectrics, and are to be avoided. 



(, . J ( .. S L~"n of the ~·'to..rk I l\ir - Core Pulse Transforme r 

Ir. desiGninG the transformer the three principal consider ations 

Her e elcc-.:.rical stress in the dielectric, mechanical stresses set 

t.p ":J:.: i.::c self macnetic fields of the currents :'10\·fing in the 

-;:;rar: s:'orrr.er Hi ndin~, ar:d leakage flux .. In a transformer used to 

charGe 1.t.c i\i1:i:. \vater capacitor through 1 MV, the problem of 

dielectric stress was solved by using a cable insulated for 1 MV 

throughout its entire length . There was no problem of mechanical 

s t r ess because the magnetic field at the surface of the cable 

conduc-;:;or was small . However, in our transformer the current was 

to be more than ten times gr eater and the magne-;:;ic pressure at 

the surface of a similar cable vTOuld be destructive (more than 

100 times greater) . Instead our transformer Has '-FOund with 

aluminum sneet 18" wide and 15 mils thick . This brought tne magnetic 

pressure at the surface of the t r ansformer \vinding to a safe 

val~e . At; the same time i-;:; gr eatly increas ed the r eluctance of 

the pa-;:;h taken by the l eakage f l ux whi ch now surrounded a con-

ductor of perimeter 1 meter instead of the small centr al conductor 

of a cable . This meant that the entire t r ansformer could be re

d·.:ce:d j r: size keeping the same coupling coeffi cient . Mor eover, 

the na-;:;ural winding for the transformer was no"' spiral r ather 

than helical . Therefore the s t ress on the dielectric surrounding 

each ,.,inding is only """ 100 kV instead of """ 1 MV . The thinner 

dielectric that this made possible provided a further reduction 

in size without excessive leakage flux . For the given axial length 
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of t~e splral winding and the desired coupling coeffi cient , k = .6 , 

the radius of the spiral winding should be approximately l m. (See 

Design Calculation, Section I .8 of this report . ) Since -vre were 

:'aced by a severe corona problem in this transformer, it 'IoTas 

imrr.ersed in an oversized tank of \·Tater . At the same time this 

simplified the connection of the l MV output . It 'IoTas not necessary 

to use de- ionized water for this purpose because the main insulation 

for the transformer was provided by polyethylene. It was much more 

important to use de- aerated water t o prevent bubble formation 'loTi thin 

the transformer because of the corona hazard . (It v1as found imprac

tical to de- aerate the water by mechanical or thermal means . The 

best method seems to be to let the '\oTater sit undisturbed for a week 

or more unti l the trapped air rises to the surface . Attempts at 

using oxygen r emoval cartridges were only partially successful . ) 

In the transformer used to char ge the NRL water capacitor to one 

million volt s the problem of dielectric stress ,.,ras solved by using 

a cable winding insulated for a mil lion volts throughout its entire 

length . There the problem of corona vTas solved at the same time 

beca~se there was no air between their central conductor and the 

insulation surrounding it . However, without immersion there would 

be dar:eerous corona in our loose vTinding of aluminum sheets . 

In a preliminary test a spirally '\oTOund transformer was con

structed in which the dielectric consisted of six sheets of .006 

in . thick polyethylene . There \·Tere 15 turns in the secondary and 

one turn in the primary . A ball gap as shown in Figure 10 was 

used to limit the secondary output voltage to 100 KV . While thi s 

prototype withstood many shots at 24 kV input voltae;e and no cro

bar , six shots at 35 kV punct ured the dielectric at the edge of 

the winding where the electric field is gr eatest . 
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7 . Dcscrintion of the Mark I Air - Core ?ulse Transformer 

The Primary Hindi n[; : The primary vTi ndi ng v1as a single turn 

lamina~ed dead soft aluminum s~rip wound on a spiral 

secondary . Each of ~he aluminum strips v1as 15 mils thick and 

18" wide, free from sharp edges or corners . 

The Secondary Winding : The conductor o f the secondary 

winding was a continuous length of alumi num strip, 15 mils thick 

and 18" ,.,j de . The aluminum was r easonably free of sharp edges 

and points . The aluminum all oy, type 1100- F, was chosen because 

of its resistance to prolonged immersion in de- ionized 'dater . 

The dielectric for the secondary \vinding consisted of 7 layers 

of Y.ylar polyester each 11.- mils thick and 36" vlide, free from 

scra~ches and clean . Each layer extended vlithou~ breaking the 

full "~..ridth and ~he entire leng~h of the winding (approximately 

50 yards) . ?he secondary which consisted of fifteen (15) turns 

1vas '.-!OlAnd on an acrylic squirrle cage of radius 36" plus or minus 

one inch . Mark II (see section 13) was shaped so as to lovTer the 

overall height but was otherwis e unchanged . The secondary vras 

vmund on a cylindrical f orm made from 1~" diameter acrylic rods . 

Then the central space of the cylinder vras hollovr and accessible 

from ooth ends for the insertion of turning slugs . Figure 11 

shovrs pho~os of Mark I and Mark II. 

Leads : 'l'he inner- most end of the secondary winding v1as 

securely attached to a 1-&" stainless steel rod 40 inches long . 



The leads to the primary \·Tinding are integral extensions 

of the winding i~self . They are brougnt out at right angles 

to the winding and are securely attached to a two inch slab of 

plexiglass insulation . The leads ..,.,hich extend 18 inches above 

the transformer are joined to the bus-bars by stainless- steel 

clamps . The clamps consist of two pieces of metal each l~" x 

12" X-&" One is tapped every inch for ~- 20 screws, the other 

has clearance holes at corresponding points . The two ends to 

be joined are inserted in the clamp and the screws tightened . 

32 

We have fo~nd that this simple clamp arrangement is reliable for 

peak c~rrents exceeding 50 kilo amps and use this method for 

joi~ing all our high current leads . 



Mark I 

F IGURE ll a 
Air - Core Pulse Transformer 

Mark II 
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8. Design Parameters of t he Mark I Pulse Tramsformer 

Introduction : The inductance of the primary had to be made small 

enough to give a low value for T. The mutual inductance had to 

be large enough to account fork= .6 (note 1 ) . The secondary 

radius is automati cally determined by the radi us of the pr imary 

and the insulation thickness . 

The inductance of the Pulse Transformer i s cal culated from 

28 the "Nagoaka Formula" 

where 

8.1 

N = the number of turns of the winding 

t = wi dth of the winding 

R = radius of the winding. 

K = a geometrical factor depending on the ratio of 

t to R. 

(K is a l ways less than l for a finite geometry and equals 1 for 

an infinite current sheet.) See f igure 12 below. 

Note 1 : The capacitance c1 of the storage bank is f i ned; in our 

care c1 = 20 ~f. For L1 ~ l ~H we have 

2TT ""' 18 ~s 

This is about the maximum t ime we wish to store energy in our 

water capacitor . It follows from equation 5. 23 that 



Figure 12 

The current sheet used in 

the Nagoaka Formula 

For a primary radius of 37.5 em. where the width of the 

sheet is 50 em. we have from equation 8 .1 

8 .2 

We must add to this the inductance of the capacitor bank and 

bus system . From equation A-1.5 this is . 5 ~H . The adjusted 

value of L1 is now 

8.3 

Using the same formula for the secondary winding for which 

N = 15 turns and the radius is 33 .7 em. we obtain 

8.4 

To calculate the mutual inductance we use the standard expression 

for the mutual inductance between two consecutive current sheets 

28 of equal length • This calculationis somewhat more complicated 

and only the result is stated here . 

M = 8.7 ~H 8.5 



The coupling constant is found from 8 . 3 , 8 . 4, and 8 . 5 

k = /JL ML. = . 63 
1 2 
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8 .6 

Notice t hat k = . 63 is sliehtly larger than the value required for 

double resonance . The proper vqlue of k may be obtained by in-

creasing either L1 or L2 • We chose t o increase the value of L2 

and ad.just the value of c
2 

for resonance . 

Table I 

Theoretical Values of the Variables of the Mark I - Yukon I 

Pulse Circuit 

V~riables Calculated Value Adjusted Value 

Ll .66 ~H 1.16 ~H 

L2 126 ~H 139 ~H 

v2 =A vl 1.05 MV 1.1 MV 

Ll 

M 7 .6 IJ.H 7. 6 ~H 

k .63 ~H . 6 ~H 

C = LlCl 1.84 ~f .17 ~f 2 --
L2 

1 . 21 MC .21 MC 

. 34 MC .34 MC 

.17 MC 

T 18 .8 ~s 



9· The Water Ca~acitor-Theo~; of Operation 

The RC t ime-const ant T of a capacitor vrith homogeneous di-

electric is independent of its geometry , and is just the pe product 

for the di elect r i c (p =resi stivity, e = permittivity) . (A proof of 

the above \-lill be found in Appendix A- 2.) For "ten megohm" water 

(p = 107 ohm-em, e = 82 e ) this dielectric relaxation time T is 73 
0 

~ sec . Thus even our inductance- r i dden capacitor bank is fast 

enough to charge a water capacitor l osing a fraction of the total 

stored energy (to joule heat i n the \-later) that i s 

Jv2
dt T 

= 2 2 = - < 25% 
T -V T 

at t = T + 

(using the theoretical form V - cos w+t+ cos w_t discussed in 

section 5, v1i th T+ = 2n/w+ "" 18 ~s) . Much more important 

for the success of the project than high resistivity of water 

dielectric vras t he absence of bubbles. The wave form of the capaci-

tor voltage include a reversal of 5o% peak before full positive 

peak was reached, and this was likely t o make corona in any bubbles 

present. Therefore distilled water was used ; and the relatively 

large spacing between plates that goes wit h our high voltage 

further helped. in dislodging bubbles and moving them from 

between the plates. The spacing of 1 to 3 em. was much greater 

than the small bubbles present . 

Cavitation might take place on the side of the plates where 

the water is subject to great negative pressure . Fortunately this 

vas not in the region bet\ofeer:- the plates during the critical 18 ~ sec 

charging time , and cavitation may not happen during the subsequent 

di schar ge time (< . 1 ~sec . ) whil e the lar ge positive pressure 

between the plat~s is falling t o zer o . 



10. Design Considerations of Yukon I 

10.1 Construction Details : 

The water capacit or consisted of eleven aluminum plates 

41" x 13" x f; " rivited t o an alluminum plate 30" x ~~~ x 41" 

with 3/4" aluminum angle. There was a 1" space between each 

plate as shown in figure 13. This web of parallel spaced 

plates meshed with a similar set of ground plates which were 

attached to the aluminum tank wall . The high voltage plate was 

suspended by means of arcylic rod and was adjustable in the 

horitzontal direction . This allowed the system to be tuned 

by varying the overlapping area between the plates and thus 

i ncreasing or decreasing the capacitance . To the front of 

the hot plates was force fitted a bus-bar at the center of 

which was inserted a firing pin of 3/4" stainless steel rod, 

rounded at the tip . The distance of the pin from the tank 

wall v1as easily adjustable from the rear of the plate by means 

of a wheel attached to the rod. The front of the tank had a 

hole cut out to accommodate a 6" polyethyl ene disc. A 

stainless steel electrode (1~" hemisphere) was inserted through 

the center of the disc (figure 14) . The breakdmvn voltage at 

the water gap was easily varied by changing the distance be

tween this electrod and the rod attached to the high voltage 

plate. This is more clearly understood by referring to 

figure 15. 
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FIGURE I 0 

FIGURE 13 
Photo of Yukon I During Assembly 

I·"L(; l RE Hb 
\lounlc<.l E l ectrode Assembly 

FIGURE l.J.a 
Polyethylene Electrode Support 
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._..'Q.WATER 

Figure 15 

Pertaining to the Discharge of Yukon I 

R . and R t are t\lro resistances in series with the 
a~r "'a er 

electrode . Initially the impedance of the air is small com-

pared to the resistivity of the de- ionized water, hence the 

water gap alone will determine the preakdown voltage inde-

pendent of the length of the air gap to ground. The breakdown 

was set to occur at the time T+, when the water capacitor has 

reached its highest voltage. 

41 
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10. 2 Effect of Water Resistivity on Output Voltage: 

For sufficiently high megohm water the resistance of the -v1ater 

can be neglected "Vdth respect to the impedance of the capacitor . 

A typical measurement of the D. C. Resistance across the water 

capacitor ( C = . 2 IJ.f) -vras R = 100 ohms, but the impedance at a 

frequency of 2 x 105 cycles/sec was found to be Z - 2 ohms . c -

Clearly, since R and Z are in paral lel , R is negligible compar ed c 

t o Zc . It is just this high value for R which is so crucial t o 

obtaining high voltage on the capacitor . 

Consider a transformer wher e N1 and N2 are the number of 

turns on the primary and secondary respectively. 

Substituting for vl and v2 
. 2 

zl 
J.2 z2 

= 

il 
2 

n l If_! = N 
then 

n2 z2 
z l = -

N 

. 2z 
= 1 1 1 

we have 

2 
nl z2 

= 2 
n2 

. 2z = J.2 2 

10.1 

10. 2 

10.3 

10. 5 

Hence the effective impedance seen by the primary voltage 

source (i.e. the capacitor bank) as reflected through the Pulse 

Transforme~ , is essentially the impedance of the water capacitor 

divided by N2 which here equals (15)2 • This is only true when 

R >> Z • 
c 



The capacitor bank discharges through an air gap svri tch vrhich 

offers an impedance ZG essentially independent of the bank voltages . 

\Vhen the irr~edance of the gap is small compared with the 

effective impedance seen at the primary of the transformer , then 

most of the bank vol tage will appear across the transformer . 

10 . 3 Estimate of Elect rostati c and Magnetic Pres sures : 

It vTas ant icipated that the operational value for the electro

static energy density would be taken between 1 and 10 joule/cm3. 

The (numerically equal) electrostatic stress on the plates would 

then be between 10 and 100 atmospheres negative pressure . This 

load of 1 to 10 tons would be troublesome if it were static , but 

duri ng the time it is applied sound can only travel a small part 

(1/10) of the capacitor plate radius in water. Therefore most of 

the load would be borne by an equal and opposite positive pressure 

built up in the water between the plates . 

The magnetic stress bet\veen the plates created during the 

discharge is not much greater and is in the opposite direction. 

Its duration is about 100 times shorter, so that a correspond

ingly larger fraction is born by the vrater, leaving only ,...., 1% 

for the bushing . The magnetic stress on the output terminal of 

the hi gh voltage plate is larger, about 100 Newton/cm2 , but this 

is exerted radially on a solid steel rod and is therefore negli

gible. This electrode vras centered accurately in the surrounding 

conductor t o reduce the unbalanced forces (which tend to center 

it). 



11. 'I'he Out-out Svri tch, Theory of Operation 

We present below a discussion of the theory governing the 

operati on of the switch and some remarks on its potential uses. 

The over-vol ted water-gap swit ch must be capable of standing 

off one million volts for 10 ~s and then pass 107 amps with less 

than 1 ~s j itter and. l ess than 10 nsec closing time . These are 
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not difficult reguirements and the problem is to balance the demands 

of simplicit y, low impedance, and reliability. The over- volted 

water- gap switch has been used successfully for our requirements. 

The impedance of the s\vi t ch depends on the time variation of the 

radius and temperature of the discharge column set up in the vrater 

and therefore it is difficult to predict its reliability . If 

there were too much voltage jitter a triggered water gap or a pres-

surized gap could have been tried. 

During the charging of the capacitor the impedance of the 

water- gap vtas on the order of 105 ohm, much l ess than the 

initial impedance of an un- ionized gas in the discharge chamber in 

series with t he water-gap . Thus the full capacitor voltage appeared 

across the gas, enough to break it down at the pressures used. 

A current increasing to several amperes f lowed through the gas and 

the v1ater f or several microseconds, ample to reduce the gas 

impedance to a level negligible compared to the water gap . This 

small current maintained an arc in the gas for several microseconds 

until the water gap was overvolted and broke dmm. 
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12 . DesiGn Modification of Yukon I 

We observed that Yukon I \·ras arcing internally . (Figure 16) • 

This arcing \·ras independent of the breakdown setting of the over-

volted ,.,ater gap switch . 

Photographic analysis revealed that the breakdown was not 

occurring near the water gap switch but was due to arcing between 

the plates. In addition it was observed that the arcing was not 

localized but vari ed its position for each discharge. Careful 

examination of the plates further revealed that 

(1 ) most of the arcing was in the vicinity of the edges of 

the plates 

(2) the arcing was not, as might be expected, along the 

shortest line behreen the plates or along a horizontal 

path . 

There vrere several possible explanations : 

(1) breakdovm was due to a fault in the basic design , i . e ., 

the radius of curvature of a *" plate is too small to 

\d thstand high voltage . Any future model would have to 

incorporate larger radii of curvature between plates . 

This could not easily nor cheaply be done with any solid 

piece of metal. 

(2) breakdown occurs between plates because of air trapped 

in the vrater \•rhich ionizes more easily than the water 

and causes inpredictable breakdown . This would account 

for the fact that the arcing was not along the shortest 

path . This effect was minimized in the design of Yukon II. 
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(3) Cosmic rays striki ng the vTater ionizes the molecules and 

cause unpredictable breakdown along the path of ionization . 

If this were true then no design would ever be able to 

overcome this inherent difficulty. 

The breakdovm of Yukon I meant that preliminary studies had to 

be undertaken prior to designing Yukon II. These studies had to 

determine a safe value for the dielectric strength of water and 

the minimum radius of curvature capable of preventing breakdown in 

water . The experimental setup is shown in Figure 17. 

The pan was ·aced opposite a stainless steel plate in the 

500 gallon water tank. The distance between the pan and the plate 

was adjustable . The output of Mark I was fed directly between them . 

In some tests a second identical pan was used in place of the stain

less steel plate . Breakdown was not observed when 1 MV was pulsed 

betvreen the pan and a 30" x 30" stainless steel sheet , when 

inunersed in water with a 2" gap between them. Using the principle 

that the radius of curvature must always be at least 2" and convex 

with respect to the oppositely charged capacitor plate we arrived 

at the successful design for our new water capacit or . 

Yukon II was designed to mi nimize breakdown due to trapped 

air or cosmic rays , as well as withstand the high voltages. The 

basic design consideration was to keep the electric field gradient 

low enough so that any localized ionization that may develop when 

the voltage is applied would be unable to cause breakdovm between 

the capacitor plates . The overall height of Yukon II was considerably 

less than Yukon I, and although Mark I never indicated any signs of 

failure we redesigned the pulse transformer to conform to the lower 

height, making possible a lower tank height . 
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Photos Showing Arcing in Yukon I 

Insert is a View from Directly 
Above the Arc 

FIGURE 17 
Assembly Used to Determine 
Dielect~ic Strength of Water 

d - distance across bottom - 18" 
r - radius of curvature of edge - 2'' 

' h - height of wall - 4 1
1
1 

t - thickness of material - 1 I 8" 

' 



13 . The DesiRn of Mark II and Yukon II 

Description of Mark II 
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The new tank dimensions r equired that the pulse transformer 

be less than 22" high (the height of Mark I \olas 33" with a mean 

radius of 15") . The parameters (turns ratio, coupling constant) 

of Mark II \olere identical to Mark I except for a change in shape 

from a circular to an oval cross section . The cross sectional 

area was kept constant; therefore the calculations performed for 

Mark I were still valid. for Mark II. The windings of Mark II were 

made tighter thereby increasing its coupling constant . Figure 18 

indicates the dimensions of Mark II . 

Description of Yukon II 

Yukon II consisted of three sections; two outer ground plates 

and one inner conducting section . Figures 19 and 20 give an over

all vie\·r of the capacitor and include_ detail drawings. 

Ground Plates : 

Each ground plate consisted of a sheet of aluminum wrapped 

around a specially constructed frame so as to guarantee a plane 

surface with convex curvature at t he ends . The frame consi sted of 

t\olO eight foot lengths of pipe welded to a pair of 4" diameter 

pipes, each 30" long so as to form a rectangle eight feet long and 

thirty inches high . The aluminum sheet was placed on the frame 

and the ends pulled tightly around the 4" pipe ·by means of a special 

clamping arrangement . This resulted in a plane surface 96" long x 

30" high with a 2" radius of curvature at each vertical end. 



Inner Plate : 

The inner electrode was formed on a frame constructed from 

two 12 ' lengths of 4" diameter pipe held together by three jack 

scre\., assemblies which \oTere designed to allow a spacing of 

9" ± ~_. , betHeen the pipes . The space could be adjusted 

by means of three allen head scr ews \ofhich protruded through the 

top pipe . A sheet of .015 mil aluminum, 120" long and 40" wide , 

was \ofrapped around the 4" pipes and anchored with stainless steel 

sheet metal screws v1hich were placed in carefully aligned predrilled 

holes in the sheet and pipe. The spacing between the top and bottom 

of the pipes vTas 16 inches after the jackscrews were tightened. 

The curvature of this conductor \·Tas convex Hi th respect to the two 

outer ground plates . In addition, the center conductor extended 

12" beyond the end of each outer plate so as to eliminate sharp 

corners . 

The inner conductor was supported betv1een the tvTo ground 

plates by four 1~" lucite rods and was positioned 3" from the 

bottom of the tank . (When the capacitor vTas immersed in 

water the 3" space prevented breakdown from the center conductor 

to the bottom of the tank which was assumed to be at ground 

potential.) The spacing bet,·reen the plates is adjustable from 

0- 4" . The entire assembly was put in a tank 16 ' long, 8 ' wide and 

2 ' high and filled with deionized water to a level that was always 

3" above the central conductor but belo\v the outer plates . The tank 

was made from a reinforced plyv1ood frame and was made watertight vri th 

a 6 mil polyethylene liner . To prevent damage to this thin liner 

a 20 mil sheet of polyethylene was laid on the bottom of the tank . 
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FIGURE .. 18 
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• Water immersed spiral wound transformer for production 
of high voltage impulses. Conductors are. shaded. Clamp bi?Cks C ~ct 
through backing plates B and secure prunary leads P to msulatmg 
block I. Rubber separators R cushion leads against electromagnetic 
stresses. Axial conductor 0 is high voltage output conductor . . 

Dimensional Drawing of Mark II - Side View 
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F IGUR E 19 - De ta il Drawi ngs o f Yukon II 

Legend 

a - alum inum s heet 
i - acrylic s pacer 
n - alumjnum fit ting 
p - 4" aluminum pipe 
s - acrylic support rod 



Water Capacitor 



FIGURE 20b 
Center Electrode Assembly 

FIGURE 20c 

Ground P lane Constr uction 
Showing Support Assembly 

FIGURE 20d 
De ta i l of Clamping De vice 
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14. Experimental Ob$ervation of Double Resonance 

The desired v1aveform of the "double resonance" was observed 

in various ways . 

(a) A high pO\ver pulse generator was connected across a 

. l ohm resist or in series with the primary of the transformer . 

The oscilloscope trace of the voltage waveform of c2 exhibited the 

double resonance . 

(b) A grid dip meter was used to measure the resonant fre -

quencies of the system. With a load capacitor of . 215 uf , the 

resonant frequencies were 26 kc and 49 kc, exhibiting the 2 :1 ratio 

required for double resonance . 

(c) The capacitor bank was used to pulse charge a prototype 

water capacitor . The \·Taveform showing the typical pre- reversal of 

the secondary is shown in Figure 21. _ 

v 

I, /' SeC 

\\'aveiurm of pulse charger employing transformer and 
douhlc resonance principle described in text. The secondary capacitor 
discharged into a water gap just before the ~ull negative pca.k. was 
reached. Si~:nal was taken from our capacitance voltage d1v1dcr. 
x= 20 pscc/div and y=O.S V /divX liJ 000. 

Fi~ure 21 

Experimental Observation of Double Resonance 
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15. Measurement of the Characteristic Parameters 

15.1 The Coupling Constant : 

(a) The output of a signal generator (Eico 413 , checked 

against General Radio oscillator to be accurate to ± 2%) was fed 

to a 14 watt high fidelity amplifier . The amplified output wa·s 

connected to Mark I as shown in Figure 22 . 

R 
A 

"" 
.) 
.) 

AUO. OS C. A MPLI FIE R L l .) M 
_) 
.) 

) 

Figure 22 - Circuit Used in Determining the Coupling Constant 

The voltage across R and L1 is obtained. with L2 shorted and then 

wi~h L2 open . The current in the circuit is determined from VR 

and R. It can be shown (see Ap~endix A- 3) that for constant current 

2 
1- k = V (L shorted)/VL (L2 open) 

Ll 2 1 
15 .1 

where k is the coupling constant . E~uation 15.1· is symmetric in 

L1 and L2 • 

(b) The inductance and resistance of the shorting strip used 

to close L must be kept to a minimum and its effects considered 

when evaluating the results of any measurements . Since L
1 

is small 

(~ .67 ~H) the resistance of the shorting piece can substantially 

alter the correct results. 



With the bus -bars attached to the transformer k is reduced 

because the effective inductance of the primary , 1
1

, is increased 

by L , the coupling inductance of the bus-bars and capacitor bank . c 

This is readily estimated to be on the order of .5 ~H, (see 

Appendix A-1) . Usine this value for L we arrive at an effective c 

coupling constant , k • 
€ 

k 
€ 

= M 

15.2 

15 . 2 Inductance , Mutual Inductance: 

(a) The following relationships are easily verified by 

referring to the circuit in figure 22 . 

z 
VL 

= - R 
VR 

L 
ZL 

= -
U) 15. 3 

M=k~ by definition 

Since the ringing frequency of the capacitor bank is approxi

mately 50 KC \ve used the value w = 5 x 106 in executing our 

measurements . 

(b) The self- inductance of the water capacitor may be deter-

mined f rom the ringing frequency of the capacitor if the value of 

c2 is knovm f rom another measurement . A grid dip meter (Eico 

#613; calibrated by beating against a knm-m F .M. station) was 

used t o detect the resonance f r equency . 
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15.3 Capacitance of c1 and c2 : 

Two methods \•Tere employed to determine the capacitance of c2 • 

(a) An oscillator was put in series with a fixed, non-

inductive resistor,R,and c2 • The voltage across Rand c2 was noted 

for various frequencies . Tqe value of c2 was computed from the 

follO\fing relationships: 

VR iR z 1 
= =--

c 2nfc 

VR 15.4 
v = iZ c2 2TTfRV c c c 

The capacitor may be comp~etely isolated from the pulse circuit 

during this type of measurement . 

(b) The LC ringing frequency of the primary and secondary 

circuits was determined (section 15 . 4) . With the value of L1 2 
' 

previously known, c1 , 2 may be calcula~ed . 

(c) Since the D.C. resistance of the vrater capacitor is 

negligible compared with its impedance at frequencies above 30 KC 

(see sectionl0 .2) we were able to measure c2 with a Wein Bridge . 

The results confirmed our other measurements . 
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15. 4 ~easurement of Resonances of Primary and Secondary Circuits 

Mode Analysis : 

In the theoretical discussion of section 5 , we determined the 

optimum values for k, w1 , and w2 for maximum energy transfer. 

These conditions were met and the double resonance was observed 

with Mark I. Space l imitations prevented us from attaining the 

value of c2 necessary for obtaining double resonance with Mark II . 

The value of c2 was an order of magni t ude l ower than that required 

for maximum energy transfer . We pr esent here a theoretical dis -

cussion of the circuit conditions determined by Mark II and Yukon II . 

Th 1 1 t . f f l d . . t . . b 26 e genera so u ~on o w± or any coup e c~rcu~ ~s g~ven y 

w = rc 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 t l 
± {_ wl + w2) ± v(wl + w2) - 4(1-k )wl w2 ~2 

l 2(1- k2) J 
15.5 

\·There w1 and w
2 

are the uncoupled resonant frequencies of the 

primary and secondary circuits respectively and k is the coupling 

constant . Here 

1 2 X 105 where Ll 1.16 1-1H cl 20 ~J.f wl = JL71 
= = = 

1 4 X 105 where L2 108 nH c2 .04 IJ.f w2 = JS'C2 = = = 

k = .8 

Inserting these ·values in equation 14.1 we obtain the value 

w+ = 7.5 x 105 

W = 6 . 4 X 105 

which corresponds to frequencies of 

f+ = 120 KC 

f = 100 KC 

A beat frequency of 20 KC should be observed. 
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Various methods were used to determine the resonant frequencies 

and to observe the charac~eristic charging waveforms of the pri-

mary and secondary circuits . These included oscilloscope waveform 

analysis of t he charge- discharge cycle, and analysis of Lisijous 

Fi gures . A third type of measurement consisted of placing the 

output of a pmver oscillator in series with the primary or secondary 

circuits . The voltage on a f ixed resistor in series with the 

oscillator output was observed as the frequency was varied. Peak 

current corresponded to a resonance condition . 

The above measurements gave the following results: 

Mark I 

~rimary Resonance 

f = 50 KC ± 3ofo 

Secondary Resonances 

f+ = 26 KC 

f = 49 KC 

c = . 215 ~J.f 
2 

Thi& is the double resonance condition previously discussed. 

Mark II 

Primary Resonance 

f = 48 KC ± 2rfo 

Secondary Resonances 

f = 125 KC ± 2!'/o 

f = 105 KC ± 2!'/o 
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Table II . Measured Values of the Variables 

of the iv:ark I and fl:ark II Circuits 

Variables 
Method of + 
Measurement Mark I Mark II 

k @ 50 KC ave 15 . la (in air) • 79 .82 

ke:ffective 15 . la . 60 . 73 

M 15 . 2a 6 . 5 1-1-H 8 . 7 ~J.H 

L1 @ 50 KC 15 . 2a . 67 ~J.H . 71 1-1-H 

L2 15 . 2a 100 ~.LH 108 1-1-H 

Lc Appendix A- 1 . 5 1-1-H . 5 1-J.H 
l 

c2 15 . 3a, b ,c • 20 ~J.f Note l 

Lc 15 . 2b 15 nH Note 1 
2 

Note 1 : The value of c2 was constantly varied during the experi

ment, therefore no direct measurement was attempted . Instead, the 

value of c2 was calculated as needed for the various spacings between 

t he plates . 

+Numbers in this colume refer t o sections of this report. 
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16. H. V. Measurement Techniques 

The objective of' any measurement is to obtain a "suitable, 

clean signal" \-rhich can be easily related to the quantity being 

measured . Several methods for measuring ultr a high voltages 

are described in the literature . 29 Most of' these techniques 

rely on capacitance or resistance dividers or pickup loops of 

one type or another . Many of these circuits fail when the probe 

or divider is located near sources of stray magnetic fields which 

can induce unwanted signal noise in the coaxial cables . Capaci

tance dividers can be designed to minimize this effect but at 

high voltages the insulation requirements become cumbersome. 

In o~ experiment the proximity of the high voltage- high current 

uiscnarge ~o ~he position of' the circuit under test made the 

design of a suitable probe difficult . Proper cable terminations 

had to be designed to insure signal.fidelity. 

Mark I 

A 400:1 voltage divider for l MV input was made by immersing 

a 5" aluminum disc about 1 em from the aluminum wall of the tank 

containing the transformer . A hemispherical knob with a diameter 

of 32 em . placed on the output shaft of the transformer about 50 em 

from the disc was the third high-voltage element of a resistor

capacitor divider formed with the disc and the tank wall . The 

output signal was taken from the disc at an impedance level of 

about 1000 ohm . 
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FIGURE 23 

High Voltage Divider Networ k 

Referring to Figure 23, 

By moving the metal disc closer to ground the output signal, v
2

, 

becomes continuously variable . 

A known pulse voltage was put on the bushing and compared 

i·rith the signal obtained from the divi der . An attenuation of 

19,000: 1 was observed . The purpose of the 8 mH r . f . choke was to 

el iminate high frequency noi se . The fidelity of the divider is 

verified in Figure 24 . 

Mark II 

The divider for Mark II was quite s imilar to that used for 

Mark I . The design was necessarily altered due to the shape of 

Yukon II but the basic i dea of a capacitance divider using water 

as the dielectric -vras unchanged . A screw insula.ted by two rubber 

gr ommets ivas placed in one of the suppor t legs attached to the 

outside ground sheets of the capacitor . The capacitance between 

16 .1 



the screw and the leg (ground) was much greater than the capacitance 

bet,.,reen the scre\v and the center plate. The voltage bet\•Teen the 

scre\-1 ( \vhich vras electrically floating) and the plate, V 
2

, was 

inversely proportional to the very small capacitance between them. 

This imposed a requirement that the measuring device be of high 

impedance . A coaxial jack was mounted on the pipe above the 

water line and connected to the screw through a wire running 

i nside the pipe . The signal was detected vTi th a 25 KV Tektronix 

High Voltage Probe grounded only at the scope so as to avoid 

ground loops . The calibration, which was performed exactly as 

for the Mark I system, showed an attenuation of 2 X 105:1 appearing 

at the scope . 
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17 . The Reouir ement of Deionized ltJater 

The dielectric constant of water at room temperature is 82 [29] . 

The depolarization time of water is given by 

T - €p -4n 
and is 73 ~s f or a resistivity ~ 10 megohm- em . We have found 

(section 13) that the dielectric strength of water is greater 
t:: 

than 10° volts/inch for times less than -r . If the capacitor is 

charged and di scharged 1vi thin this time t her e will not be any 

internal breakdown provided that the plates are perfectly smooth 

and that the water is kept f r ee of all contaminents ( i . e ., dust 

particles) . It should be remarked that : 

(a) Tne dielectric constant of water helps to smooth 

out electric fields at the v1ater - ai r interface . 

(b) For a given value of capacitance the use of a water 

dielec~ric permits a smaller volume. than with conventional 

dielectrics . The smaller volume of dielectric reduces the self 

i nductance of the capacitor . 

Th~ use of highly deionized \·Tater i s a prerequisite for 

this experiment . The removal of ions f rom the water helps to 

pr event internal corona and arcing at high field gradients . In 

addition, the high resistivity of the w-ater insures that : 

(a) The value of T 1vill be sufficiently large to pre-

vent breakdO\m before the peak voltage is reached. 

(b) The capacitor \·rill hold its charge without large 

resistive losses in the \vater . 

17. 1 



(c) The Q of the system will be high. 

(d) The reflected impedence seen by the primary will be 

large compared to the impedence of the air-gap switch thus preventing 

a large energy loss at the air gap . 

A number of other dielectric materials were considered and 

tested . These included some organic chemicals such as ethylene 

dicloride which has a high dielectric constant but broke dovm at 

relatively low voltages . Oil was ruled out because of its low 

dielectric constant (~ 3) and because of the poisonous gas given 

off under breakdown . 

Treatment of Water : 

Theoretically water can reach a limit of 23 megohm - em 

at \vhich time the ions and electrons dissassociate at a rate 

that prevents further deionization . Realistically speaking 

18 megohm-em is the highest value obtainable in the laboratory! 

This is done using special glass and tin plated piping throughout 

the system . 3° 

In our first system we had hoped to reach 16 megohm-em . but 

had to settle for 8-10 meg- em . most of the time. In view of the 

fact that our components were constructed of aluminum and stainless 

steel (causing electrolytic action), that the tank contained 500 gal . 

of T11ater open to aix; and that \ve \vere ah1ays putting tools or our 

hands in the vrater to make adjustments \ve \vere content with 8 meg- em . 

It should be mentioned that once the water was above 3 meg- em . it 

quickly recovered from any contamination . 

The deionizing loop for our 500 gallon tank consisted of one 

mixed bed, Barnstead BD-10 Super Deionizer Cartridge . The water 



which was hospital -grade,double-distil led was filtered and re

circulated once every 10 hours. 

The deionizing loop for the 2000 gallon tank consisted of 

two mixed-bed Super Cartridges connected in parallel . Their 

combined flow rate was 125 gall ons/hr . In addition, a second 

pump was installed to circulate the water in the tank . The 
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mixed bed cartri~ge removes metallic ions only . The oxygen 

r emoval cartridge does not r emove any ions but by lowering the 

oxygen content in the water it slows down the formation of oxides . 

Our experience with oxygen removal cart r idges showed them to be 

of little value in raising the resistivity or in preventing 

corrosion . We considered removing the gases trapped in the water 

by heating the circulating water but this proved uneconomical. 

Figure 25 shows how the resistivity of the water varied with 

time for this system . Typically, the maximum resistivity was 

between 5 and 7 megohm- em . 
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FIGURE 25 

Plot of Resistivity of Water Vs. T ime for Mark II System 



lB. Selection of Xe~als for Use in Water 

7ne "300 series" stainless s~eel nas the best corrosion 

resistant properties ,.,~ tn an average corrosion rate in water of 

Stainless steel offers many 

advantages over al~inum (corrosion resistance, strength, 

flexibility in forming) and vlhere cost and vreight are not a 

factor it should be preferred . 31 

We were forced to use aluminum because of the many design 
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considerations men~ioned ~hroughout this r eport . Although stainless 

steel offers the best corrosion resistant properties, it must be 

used exclusively \vith no less noble metal in the tank . When 

alwr.inwu \1/l.l.S put in contact with stainless steel, the aluminum 

corroded rapidly on the contact surface (over and above the 

normal corrosion rate ~n wa~er) and the stainless steel formed 

a bro,vnish oxidation deposition on a~l its surfaces vrhich proved 

disastrous to the resistivity of the '\vater . Electrolytic action 

in the tar~ can be virtually eliminated by using only one type 

of aluminum throughout . Although aluminum is easily cleaned by 

imrnersion in a 5~fo solution of Sodium EDTA in water, 32 we found 

from experience that once the deionizing cartridges raised the 

resistivity above 1 megohm the corrosion of the aluminum did 

not affect the resistivity and therefore there was no useful 

purpose in constantly cleaning the metal . 



PART II 

The High-Voltage , High-current 

Atmospheric Dischar ge Exper iment 



19 .1 Descriution of the Exoeriment 

In~roduction : A major part 0~ our research effort is devoted to 

the observation and analy ... ~-- ... ~~-voltage, high current atmo-

spneric discnarges . It is hoped that experience gained from these 

s~udies will aid in more fully understanding the behavior and 

capabilities of our present pulse system. Further, the information 

gained from atmospheric discharges ( \·lhich is an interesting study 

i n itself) will guide us in designing a facility to· observe less 

dense discharges in hydrogen . 

The discharge was initiated between a 1~ inch diameter hemi

sphere and a point electrode . The stainless steel hemisphere vras 

at~acned to the top of ~he center section of the \-Tater- capacitor. 

The point electrode Has secured to a 211 thick slab of stainless 

steel located directly over the hemisphere and supported on the 

t\.10 outside ground planes . (Figure 26) . Although the Mark II 

Pulse System was capable of a million volt output it was not 

operated above 720 KV . For this r eason all calculations concerning 

the atffiospheric discharge experiment are executed in terms of a 

maximum voltage of 720 KV . 

19 . 2 A Discussion of High- Cuttent Atmospheric Discharges 

Consider two electrodes separated by a distance d vrith an 

electric field E betHeen them. Wnen E is made large enough there 

will be considerable electron ionization and a number of new 

electrons will be emitted from the cathode for each of the bom

barding positive ions . 

70 
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Loeb34 points out that the breakdown potential i s critically 

dependent on the condition of the electrode surface . Impurities 

such as fingerprint s, oxide films, dust, or adsorbed gases on the 

elecLrode can lower breakdown vol tage by a factor of 3 or 4 . 

For a pulsed field (a s in our experiment) the breakdo•m voltage 

is higher than ~hat of the static breakdown voltage because of the 

finite time required to produce electrons and to establish a cumu

lati ve i onization process. 35 The time lag between the instant the 

static breakdown voltage is reached and the instant of breakdown is 

l e ss than . 1 ~s . 36 With suffici ent overvoltage the time lag may be 

as little as a nanosecond . 37 A 6 em- air gap has a breakdown voltage 

of about 30 kv/cm; therefore we can expect very short time lags . 

The electron avalanche s alone cannot account for the short 

time lags observed in the studies of breakdown. Loeb has proposed 

that the process can be brought up ~o the necessary speed by assuming 

photons formed in the avalanche ionize the gas well ahead of the 

luminous conducting s t r eamers observed prior to actual breakdown . 

The photons initiate new avalanches along the breakdown path . The 

new avalanches are not always in the same path as the original one 

so that when the space- char ge field between the head of one avalanche 

and the tail of a new one, somewhat ahead of it and to one s ide, 

becomes great enough , the intervening space is bridged and the 

irregular path observed in sparks and in lightning is produced.38 

It has been suggested that at values of p d > 1000 mm .-cm . 

(p is the gas pressure, dis the gap spacing) , the mechanism of 

static br eakdo\vn changes critically from being a Townsend type 

involving the action of primary and secondary processes to a 

Kanal or streamer type . Raether 39 has found that the electron 
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avala~che is accompanied by the development of a r everse streamer 

s~re~ching from the anode to the cathode resulting in br eakdown 

in ~he gap . The discharge mechanism is essentially the following . 

Irradia~ion of the cathode surface results in the emission of 

photoelectrons from various points on the surface. Thus, the 

paths of the secondary avalanches do not coincide . The buildup 

of the positive volume charge occurs initially throughout the entire 

volume of the inter elect rode gap . This det ermines the dependence 

of the discharge voltage on t he ratio of the electrode diameter D 

to ~he gap length d, since the photon losses to the surrounding 

space increase as the ratio D/d is increased . The avalanche 

diameter can be computed from the formula4° 

r = ~ [ ~ J 1/2 

where U is the thermal electron ener gy in electron volts, taken as 

. 5 ev , X is the path length in em, and E is the field strength, 105 

volts/em . For a 10 em path length , r = .3 mm. 

In gaps longer than 2 em . the initial avalanche will bring about 

a field distortion suffi cient t o localize ionization processes 

and to form a spark channel . The nature of this field distortion 

is responsible for the features observed in the development of 

the discharge as a thin "pinch" along the axis of the initial 

streamer (avalanche) . It has been suggested that at atmospher i c 

air pressures, and at gap leng~hs greater than . l em, the discharge 

will appear a~ field in~ensi~ies such that only two secondary 

electron sources need be taken into consider ation : the photo-

electric effect at the cathode and photoionization in the gas 

41 volume . 
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Discharge experiments
42 

have been carried out for gap voltages 

up to 170 ~V in air at atmospheric pressure but no evidence has 

been observed for the sudden suppression of the To~msend mechanism 

by ~he strea7.er ~ype suggested by Raether as likely to occur at 

these pressures and gap spacing . 
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20 . Theoretical Analysis of a High-Voltage ,High-Current Atmospheric Dischax 

To describe the dynamics of the pinch we use a simple model in 

which the gas is assumed completely i onized and hence highly 

conducting . The dischar ge current then flows only on the 

sur face, resulting in a discontinuous change of the 

magnetic field across the interface with a magnetic 

(tangential) 

B2 
pressure 21-L , 

wher e B is the field outside the ionized gas and inside is zero . 

The moving interface acts l i ke a piston and if its velocit y 

is much great er than the i nitial thermal veloci ties of the gas, 

each particle struck acquires a velocity 2 v radially inward . 

Vle have the choice of using the "free particle model", the 

"snow plow model", or continuum hydrodynamics . The free particle 

model is useful Hhere the mean free path is large enough to neglect 

collisions and assumes that a particle once struck maintains a 

constant velocity until it strikes ~he interface . The snow plow 

model assumes that every particle struck by the inter face moves 

with it . The use of continuum hydrodynamics is quite complicated 

if done correctly and its validity is not greater than the other 

two models if approximations are allowed . We choose to use the 

snow plow model because it physically allOivs for high densities 

and short mean free paths . 

Table III lists the values of the important discharge para-

meters . ~nen the water gap switch is triggered a discharge current 

I( t) flO\oTS through the air gap from the water capacitor C which is 

initially charged to a voltage V . The total self inductance 
0 

of the system, Ltotar consist s of a constant external part, Lc' due 

to the capacitor and a variable part, LG' formed by the air gap . 

The magnitude of LG depends on the radius r ( t) of the air gap . 
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Table III 

Estimated Values of the Discha~ge Variables 

The r esults belovT are taken from Appendix A-4 . 

L = 30 nH c 
The i nductance of Yukon II 

LG 45 nH The i nductance of Discharge Gap 

z 87 -:lH 
c 

The char acteristic impedance of Yukon II 

I = 3 . 6 X 105 amps 
max 

c = .04 IJ.f 

I' 
0 

= 5.5 X 
12 10 amps/sec 

t·><- = 2 X 10- 9 sec 

The maxim~~ discharge current 

The capacitance of Yukon II 

Initial rate of current growth 

Minimum t ime discharge must .exist in 
order to create a pinch condition 

We consider here the dynamics of a cylindrical discharge which 

constricts under the action of its self magnetic field . The neutral 

gas which is encountered by the cons t riction is assumed to be 

instantly ionized and entrained by the sheet . In this model \ve 

neglect the energy needed to ionize and heat the neutral gas in the 

discharge. (Brovm43 has shown this-energy to be~ 100 eV for 

electrons produced in the neutral gas .) 

Consider the discharge t o be a cylinder of height 1 and initial 

2 radius r , and equate the magnet i c pressure B /21-J. to the rate of 
0 

change of momentum . The equation of motion of the cyl indrical shell 

of material (electrons, ions, and neutral particles) can be \vri t ten as 

d. 
dt 

The neutral gas encountered by the moving shell is entrained by it 

thereby increasing the mass M continuousl y . 

2 2 M = n p (r - r )1 
0 

where pis the initial density of the neutral eas (air) . 

20 . 1 

20 . 2 



The current througn the circuit is 

I(t) 
d2 

- CV(t) = - C -- [(LI) + ZI(t)] 
dt2 
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20 . 3 

After breakdmm the resistive effects of the ,.,.ater can be neglected 

so equation 20 . 3 reduces to 
,2 

I ( t) = - C ~ [L( t) I ( t )] 
dt2 

The self inductance of the system can be expressed 

L( t) = L + ~o1 ln r 
0 

external 2TT rrtJ 
where we have neglected the resistance . The above 

as 

equations have 

not been solved analytically but have been evaluated by computer 

techniques . 

An approximation has been put forth by Linhart44 . If the 

relative change of the self induction is small, we introduce an 

average value of L, independent of time 
-

L( t) = L = L + L = 25 nH + 10 nH = 3:' nH ave c G 

Equation 20 . 4 simplifies t o 

I(t) 

with the solution 

= - CL I ave 

\•There w = 1/ /LC 
0 

We further assume that at the start of the constriction the 

relative variation of the radius is small compared with the 

relative variation of the acceleration sucn that an average value 

20.4 

20 . 5 

20 .6 

20 . 7 

20 .8 

r = 3/4 r may be substituted . . With this approximation and with ave o 

the results of 

r(t) 

20 .8 equation 
- ~ li( t)2 

0 
= .,....4-TT..:....M----r---

ave ave 

A . 2 t = - sln w 
0 

20 .1 reduces to 
- ~ li 2 

0 0 

4nM r a a 

. 2 t sln w 
0 



where Y! = npl(r 2 - r 2 ) ave o a 
· 1I2 
~""o o 

A = 4n~1 r 
a a 
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(Note 1) 

The sol~tion of 20 .9 yields the constriction velocity and the 

radius of the snell as a function of time . 
-A 

r(t) = 4wo (2wot - sin 2 wot) 
0 

r(t) = r -
0 

A 

4w 2 
0 

In solving equations 20 .9 and 20 .10 the maximum time used 

must be less than a quarter cycle of the discharge frequency . 

The equations themselves can be used to determine the maximum time 

for ivhich the approximations are valid . 

20 .10 

It should be remarked here that if the initial arc diameter is 

very i.,ride from the beginning then the magnetic pressure at no time 

will exceed the particle pressure . Smars9 describes the behavior 

of a 15 KV, 200 KA atmospheric discharge in the fol lowing manner . 

Note 1 : 

Rosenbluth 45 has shoi'm that the penetration depth of the 

magnetic field (the surface layer) has a thickness d given by 
2 1 

d = [me 
2
l2 em. \·There N

0 
is the neutral density ahead of the 

8nN e 
0 

layer and m is the mass of an electron . For total ionization of 

the surface layer the value of d is l0- 3mm. 

For partial ionization Rosenbluth (loc . cit . ) shm.,rs that d ';;; 1 mm. 

We may therefore replace r(t) by (r
0

- d) for very small t . 
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Tne discharge channel at the beginning is only a fraction of a mm ., 

expands in about . l !J.S to a diameter of a fevr mm . and remains there 

for about .2 !J.S . Then a very fast compression takes place in less 

tnan .1 !J.S immediately follovTed by the setting in of instabilities 

and a fast overall expansion of the luminous region. A review of our 

data (discharge vrave forms , photographic and visual observation) gives 

the impression that the above descr iption is applicable to our discharge . 

Table IV 

Theoretical Values for the Discharge Column 

(From Eauations 20 .9 and 20 .10) 

The constants used in compiling this table will be found below or 

in Table III . 
2 

A= 
iJ.oirr.ax 

1.8 X 1011 
M 4 - 6 

4n = 2 . X 10 kg . r M a a a 

= l 1./LC= 2 X 107 - 3 w r = 3 . 7 X 10 m. 
0 0 

Variable Approximation Used Value at Value at 

(for t =: 10- 7 sec) -8 t = 10-9 t = 10 sec . sec . 

~( t) A(w t) 2 
0 

7 . 3Xl09m/ sec . ~ 7 . 3xlo7m/sec~ 

r( t) At 2 9 . lm/sec . 
2 

9 .1x10 m/sec . 

1 A ... 2 
4 .6xl o- 5m. 4 .6xlo- 7m. r - r(t) - 1, 

0 ~ 
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21. BTemsstrahlung R~diation 46 , 47 

X- rays arc electromagnetic radiations having vTavelengths of a 

fe,., angstrom units (lo-8cm) , thus having quantum energies ranging 

frol':l a fevl thousand to millions of electron volts . The emission 

spect r um produced ,.,hen an energetic electron beam strikes a target 

consists of a continuous and a line spectrum characterist i c of the 

atoms of which the material i s made . "The continuous spectrum of 

r adiation emitted when electrons strike the metal target of an 

X- ray tube is the result of t ransitions between the unquantized 

positive ener gy levels of the electrons in the fields of the nuclei 

of the target atoms . This radiation is called Bremsstrahlung ." 48 

The total Bremsstrahl ung cross 

the fraction of the total ener gy (T 

section, a d ' ra 
2 + m c ) of the 

0 

is defined as 

electron which 

is radiated as the electron t raverses an absorber of such thick

ness that it contains 1 atom/cm2 . It can be shown49 that for 

T << 1 mev 

\vher e 

For T > 1 mev a is given by r ad 

For T 

a' = rad [ 
IT + M c

2
) 4 l n \ o 

' M c2 
0 

1 mev ~ 2m c2 equation 21 . 2 reduces to 
0 

1 2 
a d = 4 [ln 6 - -

3
] a

0 
Z r a 

2 
em / atom 

21.1 

21.2 

21. 3 
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The difference bet\veen cr and cr' i s very small. He therefore 

chose an average value for cr which is taken from the data found in 

Evans (ref . cit) . 

(J 
rad 

2 em /atom 21.4 

The fraction of the discharge energy E radiated per unit length 

by the electrons in passing through air is 

dE 
€ = ( dX ) radiat ion 

- 1 
= NA crrad em 21.5 

where NA is the number of atoms contai ned in a cm3 of air . At STP 

the value of NA is ~ 1019 atoms/cm3• The maximum fraction of the 

energy that can be radiated is 

€ ~ 33 X 10- 28 
X 1019 

X 52 
max 

21.6 

\'lhere we have taken 52 to be the square of the average value of Z 

for air . 

Generally> the method used for measuring X- ray exposure is 

by means of the ionizing action of the X- rays in a particular 

material. The unit of exposure15 the roentgen and is d.efined as 

t hat quantity of X- rays emitted such that the associated. corpuscular 

emission per .001293 cm3 of air produces in air ions carrying 1 esu 

of quantity of electricity of ei ther sign48 • The probability of a 

collision of a photon from the bea..11 Hith an atom \•rhile passing 

through an absorber is strongly energy dependent and falls off 

rapidly for energies above . 05 mev. Thus the roentgen is a measure 

of the ionizing effect of the X- rays in air r ather than the direct 
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measure of the energy flux . It should then be clear that the same 

energy flux of hard X-rays gives a much lmo~er value in roentgens 

than do soft X- rays . 

In estimating the X- ray emission from a .1 mev or 1 mev dis-

charge in air two assumptions •..rill be made . 

1 - There is negli gible compton scattering or pair 

d t
o 50 pro uc ~on . 

2 - We neglect any distribution of energy and assume that 

'i'he 

all electrons have the maximum allowable energy . This 

vlill give us an estimate of the upper limit of the 

radiation . (Most electrons 1·1ill undergo collisions . 

The secondary electrons liberated from these colli-

sions produce the photons of interest . 

11 
to~al energy available for our discharge is 10 ergs . 

We multiply this by the value of e obtained in equation 21 .6 to 

find the energy radiated. 

E d" t· ra ~a ~on 
4 

= eE = 17 x 10 ergs 21.7 

The relationship between the photon energy and wavelength is given 

he 
by A = ~ = 1 .24 microns/volt . We find that . 1 mev radiation 

corresponds to a \vavelength of .124 A. At this vTavelength one 

roentgen corresponds t o 3 ,200 ergs/cm2 . 48 (The value is even 

higher for 1 mev radiation but is much less for radiation below 

. 1 mev.) 

At a distance of 1 em from the discharge the radiation is 

equal to 
4 2 17 x 10 ergs/em 

2 
3200 ergs/em 

= 53 roentgens 21.8 
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At 15 em from the discharge this corresponds to a radiation of . 24 

roentgens . 

7nere exists the possibility that some electrons will have a 

high enough velocity such t~at the total cross section and colli-

sion rates for these electrons will be so small as to let these 

electrons accelerate right into the electrodes producing high energy 

x~rays . 

If the total Bremsstrahlung is measured we can determine 

whether or not the body radiates as a black body, essentially from 

the surface or from throughout the volume according to the formula 

for Bremsstrahlung energy emitted per unit volume per unit time . 

The former will roughly be the case if the mean free path for 

energy absorption of photons is less than the diameter of the 

system and the latter if this mean free path is greater than the 
-

dimension . Davrson and Oberman (Princeton University Plasma Physics 

Laboratory Report - 101) have computed the energy absorption coeffi-

cient for Bremsstrahlung . The opacity of highly ionized air has 

been investigated by Kivel and Mayers. 51 An up- to- date bibliography 

on t his subject will be found in their article. 

Measurement of X- rays 

~ne blackening of a photographic plate due to exposure to 

X- rays de~ends only on the amount of radiation falling on the 

emulsion and is independent of the length of exposure . If the 

darkening of the film is measured with a densitometer then the 

density of the plate , D, is defined as D = log I ji52 where I 
0 0 
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is t he incident intensity and I is the transmi tted light intensity. 

X- ray film (Dupont , Type 519) was placed 15 em. from the dis

charge and af'"ter exposure \·Tas machine p rocessed at a local hospital. 

No d.etec-ca·o::_e fogc;ing \•Tas observed. The manufactur er states that a 

minim·..1.rr. exposure of . 25 roentgen is r equired f or a net density of 

. 1 (using a radiation source vrith an effective wave l ength of . OlA) . 

Our r esul ts are thus an indicat ion that we have not exceeded the 

theoretical maximum amount of radiation. 



22 . Mo.xi::-;~":1 Attai~able Terr:oerat ure 

~et ~s assume that the two most abundant gases (oxygen and 

nitrogeL) have been triply ionized and that one tenth ~he avail-

able energy has been deposited into random termal motion . T'ne 

discharge column of air has a volume of 4 cm3 -vrith a density 

~ 1019particles/cm3. 

The stored energy f or C = .04 ~f and V = 7 . 2xl05 volts is 

U = ~~2 = 10 ,000 Joules 22 .1 

If we assume an instantaneous energy transfer (P ~ V = 0) then 

~ NKT = io 10,000 = 1000 J oules 

22 . 2 
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Tnis , figure serves to define a max~um upper limit . It is of the 

same order as the results estimated from a shock \•lave analysis in 

section 24 . 

It has been found that the temperature of the surrounding gas 

departs very little from the ambient val ue up to a distance only a 

few mi llimeters from the luminous r egion . The surrounding cold gas 

acts as a wall t o receive diffusing ions and electrons f or recom-

bination . 

The energy necessary to triply ionize the discharge column 

will be 

E = (L:. )K 
lV 0 

22 .3 

where v represents the species and i the level of ionization . For 

Oxy~en , B1 = 13 . 6 ev , E2 = 35 . l ev and E
3 

= 54 .9 .. ev . For Nitrogen, 

E1 = l L, . 54 ev , E2 = 29 .6 ev, E
3 

= 47 . 4 ev . With these values 

E ~ 600 joules. 
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23. DiaBnostic Methods and Observations 

23.1 Discharge Waveforms : 

The existence of two frequencies in the discharge circuit 

corresponding t o w. and w2 was confirmed. The values agreed within 
l 

5% to those derived in section 13. Tne behavior of the pulse trans-

former was unaffected by the interwinding capacitance of Mark II . 

(This capacitance is about 20% that of Yukon II.) As expected, 

the oscillograms showed a smoothly damped ringing discharge of the 

water capacitor and pulse transformer. (Figure 27-a, no breakdown) . 

At the end of each half cycle there was a period in which the cur-

rent was practically zero . During this period, deionization acted 

to reduce the conductivity of the colWfu~ . As the voltage reversed, 

the conductivity that existed just before the instant of zero cur-

rent had to be reestablished and this required considerable voltage. 

Notice the gap present in Figure 27-b after 60 ~s (17 KC). This 

corresponds to a breakdown produced by a voltage maximurr, due to 

the superposition of the two frequencies present i n the discharge 

circuit . A typical discharge trace showed noise at the initiation 

of the breakdown and post breakdovm charging and di scharging of 

Yukon II as the air gap switch on the primary side died out and 

restruck. 

The initi al breakdown proceeded in less than .2 ~s (Figure 27- c) 

in agreement with the observations of Cragg, Loeb,and Smars. The 

ideal LC resonance frequency of the discharge column was 3 me . A 

discharge frequency of 2.5 me was observed (Figure 27- d) . An 

oscillocram shovring the superposition of the 2.5 me column oscilla-

tion and the 120 KC ?Ulse system oscillation (w , ) is shotvn in 
T 

Figure 27- e . The output of the Rogowski Loop appears in the 

lower t r ace. 
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FIGURE 27a 
Discharge Wave-form 

Bank is charged to 8 kV 
Time scale: 4 usee per least division . 
y = 75 kV per em. (divider signal ) 

Comments: No breakdown 
Damped Osc. 

FIGURE 27b 
Discharge Wave-form 

Bank is charged to 40 kV 
Time scale: 2 usee per leas t division . 
y = 400 I<V per em. (di vider s i gnal) 
Comments: Time between start 
of signal and gap corresponds 

to beat fr equency. 

FIGURE 27c 
Discharge Wave - form 

Bank is charged to 60 kV 

y
1 

= 400 kV per em. 
x

1 
= . 5 us per em. 

y~ = 200 kV per em. 
x::: = 5 us per .em. 

FIGURE 27d 
DisC'harge Wave - form 

Bank is charged to 50 kV 

y
1 

= 400 kV per em . 
x 1 = • 1 f.!S per em. 
y~ = 400 kV per em. 
x~ = 1 u S per em . 

Comments : Breakdown occurs 
in less than . 2 J S . 

FIGURE 27e 
Discharge Wave-form 

Bank is charged to 35 kV 
Time scale: . 4usec per least divi::;ion. 

y1 = 40 0 I<V per em. 
y_ = 50 v. per em. (Rogowski 

Loop) 
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23 .2 l\·:easurcment of the Discharge Current 

The discharge current ,.,as measur ed vri th a Rogovrski Coil 

placed around one of the four bolts supporting the discharge elec-

trode . A RogO\vski Coil consists of an n turn solenoid shaped to 

a clos ed loop . The di~~eter of each turn is much less than the 

diameter of the loop . A signal V' is induced in the Rogovrski coil 

by changes of the magnetic flux ¢ enclosed by the coil; the changes 

of the magnetic flux are proportional to the changes in the current 

I through the circuit . The signal is f ed through a coaxial cable 

to an oscilloscope . 

The induced voltage was fed to an integrating netvtOrk con-

sis~ing of a resistor R and a capacitor C. The i ntegration time , 

RC , vras chosen to be 500 IJ.Sec, Hhich \·Tas much longer than any time 

of interest of the discharge phenomena. Yne output of the inte-

gr ator , V, is proportional to the current I , and is given by : 

v = 1: j 'tidt = L J.t ~ dt = ~ 
C 0 RC 0 dt RC 23 .1 

The flux at any time is related t o I , the source of magnetic 

inductance , by an equation of the form 

¢(t ) = Kni(t) 23 .2 

VThere n is the number of turns of the pickup coil (340) and K is 

a propor~ionally constant which in general depends on the geometry 

of ~he coil and the current distribution . The equation for V 

reduces to 

V(t) = Kr. I( t) 
RC 23 . 3 

If the turns of the coil are evenly spaced, Ampere ' s La ... r can 

be applied to a closed path which threads t he turns of the winding 



in such a manner ~hat each elemen~ of path length ls essentially 

perpendicular ·co ~he plane o.r the -curn it threads . Applying 

Ampere's l.a1o1 

I = ~ 9 B. dl 
1-Lo 

l n- -

= - 9 B.dn 
1-Lon 

1o1here 1 is the eff'ecti ve length of the deforrred soJ:enoid (mean 

circumt'eren<.;e of the ·:;oru.s )) dn ls a vector in the direction of dl 

'YTi th ma.gn.i.-cud.e ndl> 1J. = 4n x 10 - r( w/amps-meter 
- -· 0 1 

1 ~ - - 1 I .~-- ,.~-. 
I :: -- j A B· <la ·= -- d 't' = ~ 

!J. M !J.nA· !J.nA 0 0 0 
2j . ) 

where ~ i::; the -co t.al flux threading t.he coil and A is the cross 

sectior~l area o1· each t~n 

By co1r.pa~ing equation 23 . 3 with 23 . 5 the constant i< is easily 

eva.lua~ed ~o ·oe 't--oA . It is independent. of the manner by \·Thich 
1 

the Eain current Chreads -che opening . 

I(t) = lRC V(t) 
!JoAn 

4 = l. 2 xlO V ( t) 

0 

To obtain the true value for the current the result o f 

equation 23 . 6 was assumed to divide equally betHecn the f our 

bolts and the measured values vras multiplied by four . 

A linear response of the system is f ound in a certain fre-

quency range only. The 10\·rer limit is given by the integrati0n time 

RC; only sufficiently high frequencies can be measured reliably, i . e . 

f > 1/riC . The higher limit depends on the resonance frequency of 

tne coil , \·Thich is abou-c 10 Me . A typical measured value of V is 

6 . 3V vrhich corresponds to a peak current of 300 i<.A . This is t o be 

compared vrit.h the estimated ideal maximum current of 360 kA (at 720 KV) . 
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23 .3 Spectroscopic Observations : 

The light emitted by the discharge was analyzed by means 

of a Spenser Spectrograph . The spectrum emitted during the 

total duration the discharge experiment "Vras recorded on Panatomic 

Type B photographic film . Lines of Nitrogen , Oxygen and electrode 

impurities were identified with the peak intensity shifted toward 

the ultra violet . Continuum bands due t o molecular disassocia-

tion and recombination were cl early visible . (The results are i n 

agreement with an ''optically t hin" discharge and the values for 

the opacity of a high temperature gas given by Aller . ( "The 

Atmospheres of the Sun and Star s" , L. H. Aller , Ronald Press, 

New York, 1963) . 

No conclusions of importance could be dra\m from relative 

line intensities since the spectra v1ere integrated over the 

total duration of the luminous phenorr~na . 

Kaiser53 had found in 1939 that the spark is made up of two 

parts -- that from the discharge channel, ari sing mainly from the 

air in the gap , and the jets of elect rode vapor torn off at high 

speed from the surface of the elect rodes . It is a natural con-

elusion to link the light output f rom the spark "Vrith the high 

density of energy which is liberated in the channel . The value 

of current density attained (~ 106 amps/em) can account for the 

existence of the jets on the electrodes . 



23 . 4 Vol tare ~.:casurerr.ent : 

Measurements have been made of the discharee voltage as a 

fur.c~ion of ~ime . Yne measuring circuit is described fully in 

section 16 of this report . A voltage gain of 11 times the bank 

voltage is observed. This is the actual gain after all losGes 

are taken into account (voltage drop at bullet S\vi tch, imperfect 

coupling, etc . ) The ideal voltage gain -vras found to be 12 : 1. 

This is close to the theoretical value v2jv1 = kN
2
/N

1 
= 12 . 

The voltage drop at the bullet switch varies betvreen 2- 4kV, 

for a bank potential above 25 K. V. Figure 28 shows the hole 

produced in a sheet of 40 mil polyethylene by a bullet fired at 

a bank voltage of 60 K.V. The smallness of the hole and the 

lac~ of damage to the surrounding material indicated a small 

energy loss at the S"'·Ti~ch . 
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23 . 5 Time I nteErated Pnotography 

Y~is easy but w~ref~ned method provides an overall check on 

the performance of the system . Its roost valuable role is in 

indicating .;he regions on \·Thich other, more quantitative instru

ments should be trained. 
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A number of photographs of the discharge have been taken with 

a Faraday Cell Camera . The camera has a shutter speed of better 

than .8 ~s and is triggered by the oscilloscope sweep . A narrow 

discharge channel is evident but the outside of the channel is 

obscurred by luminous 11 clouds 11
• The photos indicate the return 

current path along the center of the capacitor . They also shovT a 

vTavelike motion of the vrater . Ynis effect has been called 11 Ion 

Drag Pu.'T.ping11 and has been analyzed in papers by Packard54. Using 

the formula derived by Packard vle estimated the rise of 'the v1ater 

level to. be 2 em . Hhich agrees \vith .the height determined from the 

photos . Additional photographs \·rere taken with a Polaroid 800 

camera. Photographs of the above phenomena are shown in Figure 29 . 

The Faraday Camera has provision for a shutter delay from the 

trigger signal . A discharge was evident with a 2 ~s delay. This 

afterglow may be due to a molecular excitation or atomic relaxation . 

The radius of the discharge vras measured directly from the 

photographs by comparison vdth a knovm dismension in the same photo. 

The radius was found to be 3.7 x 10- 3 meters± 4% . In addition, 

the photos revealed thin streamers prior to the major breakdo\-m . 

To understand this effect more fully a mirror \vas put undervrater 

so as to permit us to photograph the underwater discharge . These 

pictures (figure 30) indicated an underwater corona. There seems 



to be a pre-breakdovm corona vrhich ionizes the v1ater as vlell as 

any trapped gas , and triggers the breakdovm. When the capacitor 

arcs internally much of the energy of the discharge is lost in 

the water and never reaches the air . The fact that negligible 

damage is done to the capacitor plates when there is internal 

arcing i ndicates that the electrons are losing most of their 

energy in collisions '\·Ti th the water molecules . This is a major 

consideration that may limit the ultimate energy density of the 

discharge . 

The photographic observations of the discharge suggest the 

follovTing model. The initial high voltage gradients c:reate a 

weakly ionized cylindrical channel Hith a radius r , a temperao 

ture 7 and a pressure P of 105 Njm2 (1 atm . ) For simplicity , 
0 0 

we disregard variations 1v.Lthin the channel . This cylinder is 

surrounded by cool gas vlith the sa.."rle pressure . The initial 

current rise when the capacitor high-voltage is applied is 

limited at f irst by a resistive voltage drop, but after a time , 

considerably less than .1 ~sec ., by the inductance of the arc 

channel . The current starts to f low in a very narrovr region and 

expands very fast . As the current rises, the self magnetic 

pressure exceeds the particle pressure and a fast contraction 
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takes place at the time t 1 . The current at that time is r
1 

= I
0

' t
1

. 

Indications are that this is completed in less than 10- 7 sec . 

When the hot gas begins to contract a relatively low pressure 

region is created between the surrounding cool gas and the hot 

contracting cylinder . This may justify comparison (in some respects) 

with existing theories for lovr pressure pinches , the main difference 

being that only a small and Hell defined central portion of the gas 



is heated a~d compressed. As a result, impurities from outside 

tne discharge region are effectively prevented from reaching the 

hot region leaciing to an extremely "clean" discharge . (Rote 1) 

?he oreakdo•,m oc .,;·reen th.e ,.,ater capacitor and air vTas 

eA7ected to occ~r alon~ a vertical path from the center section 

and this ,.,as confirrr.ed by the photographs . Due to the high 

ratio of the dielectric constants of water and air the electric 

field is internally reflected at the surface of the water except 

when the angle betv1een it and the normal to the vrater surface is 

very small . 

Note 1 : N. J . Phillips (Department o~ Physics , Imperial College , 

London) has proposed a simple theory of the trapping of gas in a 

fast pinch . He shows that the efficiency of the trapping of the 

cold gas \vi thin the pinch during the collapse stage increases \vi th 

the initial gas density . 



FIGURE 29 
• 

Time Integrated Photographs of Atmospheric Discharges 
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FIGURE 29b 



FIGURE 24 

Fidelity of Signal of Mark II 
High Voltage Divider 

y
1 

- Signal as Seen by Probe 
Attached Directly to Yukon II 

y
2 

- Signal Appearing on Divider. 
x - 10 1-ls/cm. 

FIGURE 32 
Infra-Red Photographs 

FIGURE 30 
Underwater Photographs of Discharge 

Arrow Indicates Water Level 
Note Arc Streamers on Anode 

FIGURE 28 
Bullet Hol e In Polyethylene Sheet 



23.6 :nfra-Red Photogra~hy 

The amount of infra- red radiation released during the dis

charge gives an indication of the location of the radiatio~ peak 

as well as the average gas temperat~re . The spectral response 
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of infra- red film cuts off sharply beyond .9 microns . A vrratten 

filter placeq in front of the fiL~ creates an effective narrow 

band filter . This is shown graphically in figure 31. Polaroid 

type 413 Infr·a-Red film w-as used with vr.catten filter #87 (passes 

light above 760 millimicrons) #-87B (passes light above 860 milli

microns), and #87A (passes light above 950 millimicrons) . The 

photos (see figure 32) indicate little radiation in the infra

red region. As the voltage was increased a corresponding increase 

in the infra- red was expected. This increase was not observed. 

7he infra- red photographs established the existence of a 

current on ~he surface of the water directly over the center 

plate . This current path (corona) occurred at all discharge 

voltages . Whenever a current path is established a potential 

exists between it and ground. A discharge can then be initiated 

anyi·rhere between this current :path and ground . It is plausible 

tha~ ~his explains why discharges not occurring at the gap do 

not eo directly from the center electrode to ground but travel 

along ~he surface of the water to ground. The photos indicate 

a spherical symmetry in the vicinity of the discharge . 
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Spectral Characteristics of Infra-Red Film 
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23 .7 O~tical Timi ng Methods 

Optical methods \vere employed to determi ne the i ns tant of 

water gap ·breakdo-vm in relation t o the firing of the air gap 

switch . This measurement enabled us to determi ne (l) the 

duration of the discharge and subsequently di/ dt , and (2) that 

part of the charging cycle Hhen the discharge occurred . 

The respective discharge flash of each of the gap S\vi tches 

was brought to f ocus on EGG type SD- 100 photodiodes ( 4 nano

second rise time). The outputs of the photodiodes vrere ampli 

fied and fed into separate imputs of a Tektronix dual beam 

scope. The time between the air gap br eakdovm and the -vrater 

gap breakdo\m is recorded, from which the instant of b r eakdovm 

i s obtai ned by dlinultaneously observing the bank discharge and 

the output of Mark I on a dual beam scope . Figure 33 shows a 

typical scope trace of the diode outputs . The time between the 

two peaks is 10 ~s . 
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yl = l .Vjcm (bullet switch) 

y2 = . 05 V/cm ( water gap) 

X = x2 = 2JJ.s/cm . l 

Bank discharged at 40 KV . 

Firrure 33 - Photodiode Response 



24 Ar...c.lys i c of ~he Cylindrical Shock Have 

The ratio or· the prohabiJ.i ty per unit voh.me of finding 

an e le c·:.ron :;.:r.c'. ~.!1 ~- on -'w that of finding a neutral a tom ( '\olhich 

is e~ual to the ratio of the product of the ion and electren 

density n+ and n to the neutral density n
0

) can be expressed 

by a simplified form of Saba 's equation55 

3/2 -ev. 
- 1-

exp L kT J 
24.1 
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If 1ve exprecs ·;;he temperature in electron volL::; and nunfoer densities 

-3 4 in em , e~uation 2 . 1 can be expressed as 

n+ n 
2 

21 
T3/2 -V-: - 3xl0 

- -2 ,. - ~xp -1 ... n 
T 21~ . 2 n 0 

0 

For high degree of ionization this may be "~itten in the form 

n 
n 

0 

2" 3 I 
3xlC .l. T I 2 = ex~ n 

-v 
1 

T 

In the derivation of the a";)0v2 f'ormuJ..a Lhe following api>roxiiilc:l.tions 

were ma<ie : 

1) The small int~::raction potentic;,l bet'\oTeen the free ion 

and electron \VoaS neglected. 

2) The internal degrees of freedom of all t).le particles 

were neglected. 

3) ·rne ion and atomic masses "'ere assumed eq_us.l. 

To f)Sti~~te the amount of ionization produced i:p our discl">..a.rg<:: 

"e r.ote tha:.. ~he lowest io::1iza~ion level of oxygen ar:.d. n:i.t.rogen i s 

about.; 15 ev. It. foll0'1·7S from eq'l1:3.t.Lo;,1 24 . 3 tho:~ a temperature ~if 

1050x is re~uired for r. to have a value ~ 100. A temperature 
l 
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... '· - 10 oX vtill :produce very little ionization ( r ...... 10 - -..) . Since the 
J. 
I" 

· ' ~ · · .... · ·' 10°°K ( sectJ.· on 22) J.c.ea ..... :r.axJ.:r:n.J..'T. -.;em:peravure \·Tas grec.:ter -cnan vTe 

could expect subs-cantial ionization of tne air . 

'!'<J.ble V states the results of S. 't,anO.elstam55 for the con-

centr~tions of ions o~ different degrees of ionization as a function 

of temperature for a d~scharge in nitroge~ at atmospheric pressure . 

Mandelstam fur-c'her s'hmred that t:ne time for the attainment of 

eq,uilibriurn betvreen the temperat ures of the gas and the electrons 

is 10- 7 • This is less than a q,uarther cycle of our discharge . 

~· (•C) N <%> I N+ <%> I N.,..,. <%> ! Nh+ <%> 

20,000 l 98·7 0·3 
30,000 0·03 50 50 
.;o,ooo - 4 03 3 
50,000 - 0 ·4 61 38·6 
60,000 - 0·02 10 00 

':'able V 

Degree of Ionization of Nitrogen as a Function of Temperature 

The Saha Eq,uation assumes an eq,uilibrium distribution . In 

order to estimate the thermal ionization for a non- eq,uilibriwn 

condition such as a transient electrical discharge , the Rankine 

Hegoniot Relations across the discon-cinuity must be satisfied. In 

general, theS'e relations, \·Thien express the variables p , P, U and T as 

functions of their initial values are difficult to solve because the 

specifi c em:;nal:py (H = ~ u2 ) behind a discontuity is not knmm 

exactly f or a real gas . 

For completeness \·re list the Rankine Hegonoi t jump conditions 

across a ·shock front . 55 
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[p u~ = o ¥~ss Conservation 

[p 'i}-rP] = 0 :Morr.entum Conservation 

[~ r_l-r 
y'O 

p(y- 1)] 0 Energy Conservation 

T2 Y: (y2 - l) (y2 +1)2 m2 
= m 2y2 l'l - ::... :r.:;_ ... l 

..L 

The 'ter:-.:pera ture o'btair.cd from these eqi;;8. tions can be used in the 

Saha Zqua~ion to determine the degree of i onization directly behind 

the shock front . 

The above four equations contain five variables . It follov1s 

that on:y one direct measurement need be taken in order to 

uniquely determine all t he other varia-bles . For con·venience) ,.,e 

chose to rneasure the shock speed i·lhich i s nst1ally given in terms 

of its ~4ch Number . (The ~ach NQmber is the ratio of the speed 

of sow~d in the undisturbed rra~erial in front of the shock . ) 

In our experiment the 1-f.ach Number i·Tas determined by measuring 

the time necessary for the s: .. ock to traverse a knovm distance 

between tvlO small crystal button microphones vlhi ch were suspended 

on thin flexible vlires at res:pecti ve distances of 30 .6 and 61.1 em . 

The outputs from the microphor.es v1ere fed into a Tektronix single 

bear:: oscilloscope with a chopped input vhi ch allowed both s ignals 

to be observed simultaneously. 'l.'he S"~oree:p ,.,as triggered by the 

noise f'ro1n the discharge of ti:le gun Si·Titch . Careful analysis of 

many cischarge traces suggests the follo.,.Ting conclusions : 

1) At a fixed dis~ance from the discharge center the Mach 

Number varies only slightly ,.,i til the discharee voltage . This 

f ollows directly from t he theory of nigh enereY shocks in air as 

given by Lin (see ·oelo"l'r) . 
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2) Bcrillett57 c~tes experi~ental and ~heoretical evidence for 

an iml3.rC. faci:::-.g second. shoc::C wave . Such a st.ock forms within 

the head wave in the early phases of the blast) is s'·Tept outvTard 

beyo~~d the iLL tial n:<'l.ius of the discharge and then propagates 

back ~o the center of the cylinder '·Thereupon reL.ec~ion occ·u-s 

and it travels outv1ard again . Care must be taken in interpreting 

the cia ta to distinguish the primary s~.1ock from reflected shocks 

or mechanical vibration of the crystal probes . 

1 3) The s:.ock velocity varies roughly as - . This indicates 
r 

that we may apply the cylindrical shock theory of Taylor58 and Lin59 

to -vhis C.icha.rge . (:\ote 1) 1tle assurl!r> that the elastic limit 

of the pressure trar~ducer has not been exceeded and that there 

is a linear rela:tionshi:::;> bet1·1een t.he voltage output and the 

incider.t. _pressure on the transducers , 

T!'1e relationship between the rtach Number and the other 

variables of interest have been published for air at s . T. P . 

These resu·1.ts w·hich are reproduced in figure 34 enable us to 

evaluate the average pressure and density in the region of the 

pressure transducers and to relate them to the temperature at 

that point . 

Note 1 I wish to thank ¥.lC . rt.arvin S . 1-lhi te of AFCRL for 

bringing these art.icles to ~y attention. 
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FIGURE 3 L~ - Re lation Between the Temperature , Density, and ·· 
Pressure for Various Mach Numbers 

Reprinted from Bradley, Shock Waves in Chemistry and Physics, 
John Wiley (1962) . 
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The c..:..s\:.ance be\:.\·leen the r.1·:crophones vtas 30 . 5 em. For a 65 

K. V. b~nk vol\:.age (720 kV discharge) the tirre required for the 

shcck 'to trav-erse this distance ·Has .80 IJ.S 2:. 4 I-LS . This corresponds 

to a ¥..ach Nu.."l:ber of 1.12 . (The velocity of sound in undisturbed 

air l·ia.S taken as 34 meters/sec . ) 

To relate tl:e ·~er:~perature of the discharge to the velocity of 

t he shocl< front at a distance R from the center of the discharge 

v1e rrake use of the equa.\:.ions derived by Lin (ref . cit . ) for a 

6o strong cylindrical blast wave and Oshima for a 'ltteak cylindrical 

blast wave . This vrork was an extension of the analysis by Talor 

(ref. • J.. ) c~ ~, . of the spherical shock vTave produced by the first 

atomic exp:O.osion in New ~.1.2xico . Taylor was able to derive a 

r elatior.sh.:..p for R(t) and with this result he was able to estixrat e 

(1) the e':'ersy E generated in the explosior. and (2) 'tile 

ter.".pera:cure of the explosion . The value of his estimate was 

critically dependent on \:.he choice of y , the ratio of the specific 

heats of air . 

Taylor and Lin assumed the atmospnere to consist of perfect 

gases vrith constant heat capac i t ies . The heat transfer (con-

duction, radiation, etc .,) ,,.ras negl ected and the flow behind. the 

shock ••ave 1tras assurr~ed. to be particle- isentropic . Because of the 

constant specific heat assu~ption these results could not be 

expected to be accurate v7here dissociation and other high tem-

perature effects becomes appreciable . Taylor observed that the 

agreement betHeen theory and experiment was surprisingly good 

and thought 'that this good agreen:ent \·las probably due to the 

neutra.liz ir.g effects of radiation and other accompanimznts of 

high temperature, so ~he whole system behaved as though y has 
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V<'.-U0 o:: :..1 .. ::or air (ciiator:li.c gas) . 

C:c.ylor 's resu.:xs c:..:ce valid as long as tne ratio of the shocked 

gas pressure to the undist~bed gas pressure, ?/P
0

> is greater than 

10 . ~rncn the shock strer~th decays to tr.e extent that the value 

of P/? is< 10 then Taylor's equations becone inapplicable and 
0 

equations c::l:tisfying a ·He~ shock condition must be used . 

Based upon density r::easurements 'taken from a '\o7ide varir=ty 

of cylindrical shock conditions Oshima developed a theory that is 

valid in the region of a 1-1eak shock . The "quasi-similarity theory" 

is based on the assumption that the distributions of the flmr 

velocity> density and pressure are locally similar . (Taylor's 

theory of the strong shock assur~ed that tne density p attained 

its lir'..iting value of y-r-ll throug:C.out the shock region . T'nis y -

corresponds to a l~ch Nuiriber of infinity. ) From experimental 

observations Osh~~ 1-1as able to describe a cylindrical blast by 

the follo•1ing model . 

The propagation of the blast 'I·Tave is divided into three 

stages . The first is that of the strong blast w-ave where the Mach 

Nurnber is >> 2 . The second stage is that of the moderately strong 

blast '1·7ave, w:C.ere the rarefaction '\oia ves from tne center occupy a 

cons,;,derable part of the blast ·Have but have little effect on 

the proyJ3.t:ation and the decay of the blast 1-1ave . The :V.ach Number 

in t'ilis region ranges from about 2 to 1 . 15 . This stage ends when 

the rarefac-vion •1ave overtakes the shock front . The flmv pattern 

after this ti:rr.e is very cor:Jplicated, due to the effects of 

succeeding ra.rcfac"tion 'I·Taves; this corresponds to regions wher e 

the Y.ach Number is less than 1 . 15 . 



F .;.gure 35 shm·TS ·..:.::-.e relationship ~e-c\·Teen -.:.he ~'b.ch Xumber ) 

distance,and discharge e~ergy and gives the decay of the blast 

,.,ave in the v1eak shock region . The energy of the discharge 

according to the quasi -sirr~larity -cheory is given by 

..., 1 
R =[~]2 

0 2rrp 
0 

,.,here R 
0 

is a cho.racter ist i c length determined from E and p 
0 

• 

A ~sch of 1 . 12 at a distance R = 51 .9 em . from the discharge 

corresponds to an energy of 13c joules/em. (R is the distance 

fro~ the origin of the 'blast to the midpoint between the two 

ve:oci~y senscrs . ) Tnis value of the enGrgy is used to determine 

the thcrmodyrzmic proper~ies of the s~rong shock region . 

Tne value of the pressure at the surface of the discharge 

(R = . 37 ~m) is obtained ~r.cm equatiqn (4) of Lin 

P(R) 

24 .6 

where A is defined for the cylindrical shock by A2 = E/B ( Y)p
0 

= 

E/3 . 85p for y = l. 4 . a is the speed of sound in air . 
0 

Fo::- our case 

E = 1 .38x10~ ergsjcm . 

P = 1 atm . 
0 

p
0 

= 1 . 3xl0-3 gm/cm3 

P( . 37 em) = 3092 atm . 
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T'.n.:..:> ~::: -co ·be c orr.:xu-ed vli th the rr.a.xirnum value of the magnetic pressure 

(see cqt.at.ior • .A-4 .13) vlhich is 3000 atm . T'.ne temperature at the 

surface of the discharge is given by 

T(R) T P(R) = 0 
6P 

0 

50P(R) 
p 

0 

T( . 37 em) = 1 .55x105 OK 

24 .8 

The attainment of a high temperature in the discharge depends 

upon the degree of the confinement by the self-magnetic fieJd . 

Under the assumption that equilibrium exists betv1een the gas 

61 pressure and rnagnetic pressure Spitzer gives the following 

expression for the temperature of the confined plasma 

.2 
~ T=-
2Nk 24 .9 

where i is t.he current in absolute amperes, k is the Boltzman 

constant , and N is -che nuwber of particles (electro~s plus positive 

ions) per unit :ength in the pinch . 

In our case 

h ( ) i = 3xl0 · abamp measured current for 720 I0l discharg~ 

N = 2 . 4xlo19 particles/em for double ionization 

k = 1.38xl0 
..J..6 

This gives a value of 

T = 2 .73xl05 OK 
rr.ax 24 . 10 

If ive assume that many of the atorr.s are triply ionized then 

24 .11 

'.:.'his value is in good agreement \·rith the results obtained 

from equation 24 .8 . 
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.. 
~ 2nd approx. 

~~ <.)UJSI -simil. 
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Decay of the blast wave. 

Figure 35 

A FevT Rer:er ks 

It is remarkable ~ha~ ~he aoove results are so close to the 

ideal val~es . Considerir~ the simplicity of the experimental 

me~hod this data car~ot claim a~y high order o~ accuracy and 

only gi·~-es the order of magnitude . T'.ne energy of the shock is 

the thermal energy of the current which is dissipated in the 

conduct:i.ng path produced by t he breakdovm . If one neglects end 

effects) then it appears that the discharge furnishes 20% of its 

energy to the ,.,ave . 

.A:.n increase in capaci "ty v!Oul<i ca·,'tse an increase in the current , 

bilt at t:O.e same time there vTOuld be an increase in the diameter 

of the channel) so that t:O.e curren~ density (which is directly 

related to the temperature) would r.ot be appreciably affected . 

T.ne value of "the self inductance of the discrarge will have the 

greatest influence on the current density. A reduction of t he 

inductance vTill cause a rapid increase in the current density . 
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25 . Cor-elusions and Reco~~endatio~s 

1) Gaseous Discharge EA~eri~ents 

The parameters of tne pulser uescribed in this report make it 

possible to extend the range of voltage and currents over whicn 

most impulsive e:x:>erir:ter..ts on caseous discharges have been carried 

out . Tne pulse system may be extrapolated to be used in the study 

of pinch studies at lower pressures and higher fields '1-rhere extremely 

high plasma-particle energies (ki netic temperatures) may be attained, 

perhaps relativistic ; and to pressures near atmospheric where it may 

become possible to simulate certai n forms of light~ing in \-rhich 

magnetofluid dynamical effects have been suggested to occur .62 

As lO\·rer and lovrer pressures are used in pinch studies, the 

charac~eristic time for the development of ~he pinch and for its 

dis.ruption by instabilities becomes shorter . As a result the energy 

transferred to the pinch by a given source becomes smaller . There -

:'ore, the discharge current Hill often be transferred to the \·rall of 

the chambe~, because the impedance of the pinch has ceased to fall. 

I n order to couple energy into the column in a shorter time, other 

things being equal , a capacitor bank of higher ringing frequency 

is required. This makes an appropriate application for the \vater 

capacitor. 

At still lower pressures and a fixed distance between electrodes 

of the pinch chamber, the longitudinal kinetic ener~J given to the 

electrons is not largely ~ransferred ~o transverse kinetic energy 

and a fairly mono- energetic beare of electrons reaches the anode . 

If this is extracted through a hole in the anode, the dynamics of 



the be~~ ir. a field-free region beyond the anode can be studied. 

I f the electrons are relativistic and. the beam current is large 

compared to t he natural unit of current, 

I>> mc3/e ~ 17,000 A, 

magnetofluid d;y-namical forces dominate the beam behavior even 

i n the absence of collisions . 15 The possibili ty then exists 

of creating a relativistic magneto-plasma by ionizi ng a gas and 

accelerating so many of its electrons to near the spead of light 

that the magnetic stress produced by these electrons is compared 

to the mechanical gas stress . The dynamical behavior of this 

magneto-plasma would make an interesting study. 

The creation of a ~vell defined and reproducable pre- ionized 

channel should be implemented. The line density of particles in 

t his channel should be lovr in order to bring the temperature as 

high as possible with the available energy input. One method of 

creating such a channel is to use a vortex stabilized d . c . arc as 

described in the paper by Pfender and Bez. 63 

Consideration should be given t o the possibility of stabili-

zation of the discharge pinch colu.."lln \vi th an external B field . z 

This external field would have to be on the same order as the 

self magnetic field . 

It ,11ould be 1vorthvrhile to investigate 1vhat proportion of the 

total potential drop across the air gap is associated vri th the 

electrodes and with the gas in the column; ultimately the 

efficiency will depend upon minimizing losses at the electrodes. 

113 
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2) EneTr.Y losses 

Energy losses in tne system must be considered in evaluating 

its perfo~ance . ?nis problem nas been analyzeu in various sections 

of t nis r c::>ort . For co::-.::>le~e:1ess He sur.-.rr.arize our results nere . 

So~~ce~ o~ E~ergy Losses 

1) Ruptured. Dielectric Sv1itcn 

2) Undervra.ter Corona 

3) Surface Current Flovr 

4) Ionization of Water Gap 

5) Molecular Disassociation and Recombination 

6) Inperfect I~pedance Match to Air Corwmn 

7) :mperfect Energy Coupling i n Transformer 

8) Energy Stored in the r.:agr.etic Field 

9) Energy Dissipated oy Shock Wave 

It is reco~~ended that in ~tare experiments an attempt be made to 

match the i mpedance of the discharge anci the Hater capacitor more 

closely so as ·.:.o allOiv a greater fraction of the enere;y t o be trans 

fer red to the discharge before the circuit current reverses . The 

discharge impedance results primarily from tne inductance of the 

arc and thus may be varied by changing the spacing betvreen the 

discharge electrodes . 
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3) Xcutron Production . 

A~~er the colla?se of the pinch the various instabilities that 

can deve~O? ~n t~e arc colur.~ ~ay produce localized electric field 

gradier.ts in excess of ~en ~~es the ap~lied electric field . An 

interestinG phenomena \vill oe ooserved if the discharge is per-

formed in hydrogen instead of air . Deuterium has a photoneutron 

thre shold (y,n) of (2 .226 ± .003) Mev . and produces 1 neu~ron per 

64 1000 ga~a-rays . A suitable neutron detector (electronic or 

neutron activation foil) ~ .. :rill yield information about the maximum 

energy of the photons produced by the discharge . 

4) :'-~edification of the Pulse Syste~ 

The problems presented by the return current along the surface 

of the \·rater can be aleviated by ex~ending the ground plane over 

the surface of the \·rater \·Tith a hole cut out to allovr a discharge 

to an overhead electrode . 

~~e principle of the ~ark II transformer may be extended to 

a 10 mev . pulse transformer . Insulation requirements dictate that 

the ne;·r transformer be of the same geometry as Mark II. (It would 

be ~~practical to design a pulse transformer with a primary attached 

to the output of Mark II) . To keep the inductance within tolera-

ble levels the width of the vrindings will have to be increased to 

2411 from the present 1811
• 
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5) A Cor..ment on "tl1e D.-r.;amical Kodel 

If the constriction doesn 1 t ta.."'-l:e place \·Ti thin a time interval 

Hhich is shorT. corr.pared to a quarter of a cycle of the current 
I 

oscillation , the approx~~atior. I = :
0

t used in section A- 4 is not 

valid. The theoretical results derived for a number of further 

approximations can only oe looked upon as qualitative indications . 

In our derivation the onset t ime and the ener~J input necessary 

to heat the neutral gas has been r.eglected and ther efore in most 

cases the results are not applicable to the experiment . The con-

stric~ion should proceed slower than predicted. 

6) Instrumentation 

7ne sL~plicity and relatively low cost of optical methods 

suggesT, thaT. they should be used here to determine the duration 

and the instant of maxirr.un:. intensity of the discharge . Hith various 

interference filt-ers a sorr.eHhat detailed spectroscopic analysis 

could be ~ade of the discharge (i.e . , absorption and transmission 

of various wavelengths can be used to determine the electron 

density.) 

Consideration should be given t o the application of Laser 

Holography Techniques in analyzing the arc channel . Thearailabi-

li ty of a F-..caming Camera and loH level radiation detectors vTOuld 

be most helpful in gaining insight into the fine structure of a 

terra\·Tatt discharge . Relative intensities of spectra lines Hill 

yield a more accurate picture of the temperature , density and 

opacity than has been realized in this report . 
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A co~trollable air spark gap should be used in place of the 

present ba:1k S\dtch . T'.nis vrou1d a11mr all neasurements to be made 

\vi t:: reference to ~he time at \.fhicn ~:r.e S'.·T.i tch -vras triggered. Such 

a sH:.~c'h H.::.~h a ~i~ter less than 5 nsec . is described in the May 

1965 issue of Inst . & Exp . Tech . (transla~ed from Russian) . 
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Appendix A- 1 

Parameters of Capacitor Bank 

(a) Inductance of Bus- Bar System with Leads at Center 

We approximate the bus-bar system as a rectangular ground 

plane with an opposing rectangular H.V. plane 3 meters long by 

.6 meters high with a . 3 m. separation . See Figure 36 below. 

-
Figure 36 

Pertaining to the Calculation of the Inductance of the Capacitor Bank 

The flux ¢ between the plates is given by 

¢ = Li = BA A-1.1 

We then solve for the field B 

A-1. 2 

Combining A- 1 .1 and A-1. 2 we obtain for the inductance of each 

half taken separately: 

L = 1J. A/C 
0 

4n X 10- 7 X .3 X 1. 5 = = .94 ~H A-1.3 
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The true value of the inductance, L', is just the parallel sum of 

two inductances 

L' = !L = .47 ~H A-1.4 

The capacitor bank with its associated leads has a short 

circuit ringing frequency of 50 KC ± 3% (see figure 5) . This 

agreed with results obtained by observing Lisijous Figure patterns 

produced with a variable frequency signal generator. Using the 

formula f = 2n /LC where C = 20 ~f and f = 50 KC the value of L 

is found to be : 

LBank = . 51 ~H 

This is in good agreement with our previous estimation. 

(b) Pressure Exerted on Bus -Bar System 

The self-magnetic field of the bus-bars is given by 

B = ~ i/1 
0 

A-1.5 

A-1.6 

The current and the magnetic f ield it produces are mutually per-

pendicular to each other, hence t he resultant force of their inter-

action i s given by 

but 

hence 

F = iB kg 

B = ~ i/1 
0 

.2 
~01. 

F = ---- ~ 50 atm. pressure a. 

A-1.7 

A-1.8 

The magnetic stress presented is easily sustained by the aluminum. 
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A-2. n1e Depolarization Time of Water (Derivation) 

Consider two arbitrary equipotential surfaces ¢
1 

and ¢
2 

with 

a dielectric of resistivity p and dielectric constant K as in 

Figure 37 . 

VACUUM 

Figure 37-

Pertaining to the Derivation of the Depolarization Time of Water 

The dielectric is bounded by ¢
1 

and ¢2 and vacuum. The electric 

field vector E has only a tangential component along the vacuum 

--dielectric interface. 

Inside the dielectric there are no sources or sinks , hence 

Maxwell ' s equation takes the form 

v .} =O 

but j = cr E 

v . 'E = o 

This implies E = - V ¢ from which 

v2 ¢ = 0 

A- 2 . 1 

A- 2 . 2 

A- 2.3 



The current acts as any intersecting surface s is 

I = f j . n ds 

But by definition 

¢2 - ¢1 = E ds. 

Hence 
n ds = cr J E . n ds 

also cr = 1/p 

From Gausses Theorem 

hence 

Q, = in J n · n ds = *n j E. n ds 

From the definition of capacitance we have 

combining equations 2 . 7, 2 .8 and 2.9 we have 

~ = RC 

Putting in €/4n = K€ 1 the desired result follows 
0 

RC = T = p K€ 
0 
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given by 

A-2. 4 

A-2 . 5 

A-2.6 

A- 2.7 

A- 2.8 

A-2 .9 

A-2 . 10 

I 
A-2 .11 

A-2 .12 



RC is the t i me const ant of the system. Where the dielectric is 

water the cons tant RC i s referred to as t he depol arization t ime 

of the water. The depolarization time is the maximum time that 

the syst~m can hold its charge before the dipol e moment breaks 

down and the diel ectric (water) becomes a conductor. Note the 

important result that the value of RC depends on p and K and. is 

t otally i ndependent of the configurat i on of the system . 

122 
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A- 3. 2 Proof : 1- k = V (12 closed)jv1 (12 open) 
11 l 

We write the differential equation for the case 12 closed in 

Figure 38 . 

.) 

AMPLI FIEf? 
) 

AUO.OSC. L ) I ... . ... 
M 

.... ) 

Figure 38 

Pertaining to the Derivation of an Expression for the Coupling 
Constant of the Pulse Transformer 

di ' l 
1 1 dt = €1

1 

di2 dil 
1 2 dt + M dt = O 

Putting A- 3 . 3 in A- 3 .1 we have 

but for i = i ' we have from 3.2 l 1 

dil 
1 dt = €1 ' 

12 closed A-3.1 

A-3.2 

1 2 closed A-3.3 

A-3.4 

A- 3.5 



By definition k is given by 

k- M 
- /LlL2 

Hence 
di 

Ll ( l - k2) ___1. = €1 dt 

(l-k2) €1 
I = €1 

It follows that 

l - k
2 €1 

= -,-
€ 1 

This result is correct only when the current in L1 is held 

constant . 
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A-3.6 

A-3.7 

A-3.8 

A- 3.9 
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A- 4 . Calculation of Discharge Parameters 

To estimate the maximum discharge current we must know the 

discharge inductance, the maximum voltage appearing at the gap , 

the discharge radius, and the rate of the current rise \-ri th time , 

The current flow during the discharge is radially towards the 

discharge electrode. This flow is similar to that produced by the 

discharge of two semi- circular charged plates with a radius equal 

to the effective radius of our capacitor plates. The water capacitor 

can be imagined as the parallel combination of two of these circular 

capacitors . It is clear that the inductance of such a capacitor is 

twice the inductance of a parallel plate circular capacitor . 

The magnetic field B produced by the discharge current I in 

the semi- circular plate capacitor shown in figure 39 belovt is 

easily derived from Ampere ' s LavT, 

2 
nJB .d.r = f.L

0 
(I - ~ j) A- 4.1 

\-rhere j is the displacement current density, and r is the effective 

radius defined above. We neglect edge effects. 

L 

r ··-----:)1)1 

Figure 39 - Radial Condenser Approximation 



Solving equation A- 4 .1 for B, "'e obtain 

B(r) = ~ [_! - ~ rj] o nr 

At the edge of the plate B(r) = 0, 

0 I 1 . 
=> - - 2 rJ r 

0 

from which we solve for j 

The flux will be given by 

¢ = JB · dA = ~ J(l- - ~ rj)ldr o rrr 

I r 
= ~ 1(- ln _E. o n r 

r 
1 . 2) (I o I) 2 Jr = J..l. 1- ln - ··- -o n r n 

li ro = ~ -(ln - - 1) o n r 

We put in the following values 

~ = 4n x 10-7 
0 

1 = :.03 meters 

r = .38 meters 

r = .0037 meters (determined from photographs) 
0 r 

ln -E. ~ ln 100 ~ 4. 6 
r rf.. ~ t r 

L ' = '£. = ..2_ (ln _.Q. - l) ~ 60. nH 
I TT r 
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A- 4 .2 

A- 4.3 

A- 4.4 

A- 4. 5 

A:-4. 6 

A- 4.7 

Since we have two inductances in parallel, the true inductance is 

one half this value 

L = 30 nH c A- 4.8a 
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The Gap Inductance as computed from the formula in Terman is 

A- 4.8b 

The value of the capacitance between the plates of Yukon II is 

given by 
€ A 

c = 2K _2_ ,..., . 04 jJ.f 
d A- 4.9 

X 10- 2 2 
where = B.85 

coul. 
€ 2 0 

n-m 

A= .94 m 
.2 (96" X l5") 

d = . 037 m (1-k" spacing between plates) 

The characteristic impedance of Yukon II is that of a transmission 

line and is given by 

-8 1 
z =~ = ( 3. 0 X lO ) 2 = • 87 ohm 

C C . 04 X l0- 6 
c 

The Gap Impedance is given by 

The maximum current of the discharge will be 

I 
max = 

v max 
zc + ZG 

= 
7 .2x105 

2 
- 6 5 - 3 . x lO am;ps . 

A- 4 .10a 

A- 4.10b 

A- 4.ll 

The time necessary to reach maximum current is given by equation 

A- 5. l 
r 

T = 2 ° /LC ,.,. 66 ns 

where r = 2 . 40 m is the length of the capacitor ;plate; 
0 

L = Lc + LG = 75 nH; C = . 04 !J.f. 

A- 4. 12 
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-)(-

At a timet ,the instant of the onset of the pinch, the inward 

magnetic pressure will be in equilibrium with the kinetic pressure 

of the gas . The current shell as a whole can only start to move 

inward at the moment the magnetic pressure PB(r) exceeds the gas 

pressure . The equilibrium conditions at t* can be expressed by 

the following equation . 

I2 
1-Lo 

PB(r) = --'---
8 2 2 

'IT r 
= patmosphere A-4.13 

We recall from section 20 that the discharge current I may be 

approximated by I' t where I ' = di/dt . 
0 0 

From the results obtained from equation A- 4. 11 and A-4 . 12 we have 

12 I ' = 5.5 x 10 amps/sec. A- 4 .14 
0 

Putting this in equation A- 4 .13 and solving for t* we obtain 

t* ,...., 2 x 10-9 sec: A-:4 .15 

This is the length of time the discharge must exist in order to 

obtain the pinch condition. During compression the variation of 

pressure follows an adiabatic law. After the onset of constriction 

the magnetic pressure increases much faster than the gas pressure . 

The effect of the gas pressure can therefore be nemiected in the 

description of the constriction mechanism. 
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A~5 . The Application of Transmission Line Theory to Yukon II 

We wish to consider the behavior of Yukon II when the discharge 

is treated as that of a transmission line. 

+ ------~----------------,---------------~---

y V(x) V<x +dx) 

_ .... . , 
I(X) 

, 
i(x+dx) 

Figure 40 

Pertaining to Transmission Li ne Theory of Yukon II 

Referring to figure 40 above the equation for the conservation of 

charge in the X direction is 

i(x) = I (x) + i(x + dx) 
y 

·(the X direction) 

In the y direction the equation becomes 

where Y = ~ per unit length z 

By Taylors Expansion we may write 

i(x + dx) = i(x) + ~! dx 

A- 5.1 

A- 5.2 

A- 5. 3 

An expression for i(x) may be obtained by combining 5.1, 5.2, and 

i(x) = YV(x)dx = i(x) + oi dx 
ox 

which reduces to 

oi 
ox = -Y V(x) 

A- 5.4 

A- 5. 5 



In the X direction we have 

V(x + dx) - V(x) = i(x)Zdx 

Using Taylors Expansion this simpli~ies to 

oV = -i(x) Z ax 
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A-5.6 

A-5.7 

upon differentiating A-5.5 and substi tuting A- 5.7 into the result 

we obtain 

A- 5.8 

or 

A- 5.9 

The capacitative impedance per unit length is given by 

1 1 
2c = Y = P + iwC A-5.10 

where C is the capacitance in the Y direction per unit length and 

p is the ~esistivity . Solving for Y we have 

1 Y= ---
1 

P + -=--c 1W A- 5.11 

Similarly, the inductive impedance per unit length, L, is given by 

,ZL = p + iwL A- 5.12 

If we can neglect p as compared with ~ and wL then A-5.11 and 

A- 5.12 reduce to 

Y = iwC A- 5.13 



and 

Similarly 

We assume a solution of A- 5.9 to be of the form 

i = i(x) 
- iwt . - yx + iwt 

E: = l. e 
0 

which upon substitution into A- 5.9 gives 

y = /YZ = iw /LC 

therefore the current can be expressed by 

i=iexp~iw(JLCx - t) 
0 
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A- 5.14 

A- 5. 15 

A- 5 . 16: 

A- 5.17 

A- 5. 18 

The current will reach its maximum ~hen the value of the exp~mell!lt 

is zero . From this we obtain the velocity of the current along 

the transmission line. 

A- 5.19 
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Co~arison of Energy Storage Methods 
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The four most useful devices for storing large quantities of 

electrical energy appear to be : capacitors , inductances, rotating 

machinery and storage batteries . For certain applications the 

choice between competing methods can be made primarily on the basis 

of cost, but in most situations factors other than the cost per 

watt - second are at least of equal importance. 

Probably the most impor tant differentiating characteristic 

between these systems is the length of the discharge time . When 

the discharge interval must be short compared to a millisecond, 

capacitors have the advan~age. For cases in which the discharge 

interval is of the order of milliseconds, the inductance coil is 

particularly attractive. For slower rates of discharge, corres

ponding to an interval of perhaps a second, rotating machinery is 

advantageous, while for still longer-discharge periods (and long 

sto~age periods) , storage batteries have an unusual advantage . 

In brief, as a rough rule of thumb , the four systems might be 

characterized by their possible minimum discharge periods : capaci

tor, microseconds; inductance, mil liseconds; machinery, seconds; 

battery, minutes . 

While capacitors have a unique advantage in their short dis

charge time, they suffer from a serious economic limitation in 

comparison to inductance coils, machinery, and batteries in that 

they cannot be temporarily overloaded no matter how low the duty 

cycle may be . The cost of a capac-itor bank varies linearly with 
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the amount of energy to be stored. At the present time , energy 

storage capacitors cost about six cents:per watt - second. The cost 

of the complete installation is much greater than these figures 

would indicate because of space requirements, shelf- type mounting 

arrangements, and wiring which requires an extensive protective 

system of relays and interlocks . 

In comparing capacitive vs . inductive storage , the differ

ences in circuit behavior of the two systems may be a deciding 

factor. For instance, when a capacitor bank is discharged through 

a high-pressure electric arc , the arc cannot extinguish until all 

the stored energy has been expended. In general , the capacitor 

tends to act as a voltage generator and the current is determined 

by the load characteristics, while the inductance tends to act as 

a current generator and the voltage is determined by the load 

characteristics . 
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